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This Summer has gone so fast. What
happened? I am a hot weather person. Heat
give me all you got! I’m just not ready for the colors of Fall,
mostly because I know what is coming soon after here in
Iowa.
But with Fall, comes those Fall sales promotions for the
industry dealers. Are you ready for Fall? Have you gotten
your Fall promotions ready to go?
If you are a dealer member, and you requested a Sewing
Month promotional kit, you should have received it by now.
This yearly fall promotion is one of our most popular member
benefits. If you haven’t received your kit, call our office and
request one. If you are not a member, join today and request
your kit.
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I know it’s only September but, we are already getting ready
for the 2020 VDTA•SDTA Trade Show and Convention. Dates
are February 16-18. We have some new and exciting panels,
roundtables and classes. We also have new exhibitors with
products you may not have thought to sell in your stores.
If you have ideas for classes, please email me. There may
still be time to put those classes on the schedule.

Advertising can be e-mailed to:
ads@vdta.com.
For advertising rates, e-mail:
craig@vdta.com.
News releases can be submitted to:
tonya@vdta.com.
Membership inquires can be directed to:
mail@vdta.com.
Fax address changes to 515-282-4483 or mail to:
VDTA•SDTA
2724 2nd Avenue, Des Moines, Iowa 50313
800-367-5651 or 800-4-SEWING (800-473-9464)
Phone: 515-282-9101 Fax: 515-282-4483
Every effort is made to ensure accuracy. The publisher
cannot be held responsible for errors or omissions. The
statements and opinions expressed herein are strictly
those of the authors and do not necessarily represent
the views of CD Management. The publication of any
advertisement or editorial item is not an endorsement
of the products or services covered.

W

hat happened to summer?

Be sure to visit our website for up-to-date member benefit
programs. We’ve just added a Better Biz Grant worth up
to $1000. Applications are available online and in the
magazine.
For now, that’s all. Our staff looks forward to hearing from
our members on any subject. Just call.
Here’s to a great Fall!
Judy

VDTA•SDTA, CD Management assumes no liability
whatsoever for the content, claims or statements of the
advertising and news releases it publishes. Publisher
reserves the right to reject or edit advertising and/or
news releases inconsistent with the objectives of
VDTA•SDTA and CD Management.

Do you receive the monthly
VDTA•SDTA E-newsletters?

Call 800-367-5651 if you aren’t getting
your industry news by email. Stay
connected with your association!
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WHY SELL KANGAROO SEWING FURNITURE
As the leading manufacturer of quality sewing furniture, we continually look for ways to help our dealers grow their overall business.
Based upon their feedback we are proud to introduce some exciting new marketing materials to drive our dealers' sales and profits.
Driving sales by focusing on consumer education, sales training, sell sheets, hang tags, new event marketing and more.
Our new "Sew in comfort. Sew longer." tagline puts the emphasis on why a consumer should invest in a sewing cabinet and aids
associates through the sales cycle.

WHAT DEALERS ARE SAYING:

Highlights of our Premier program are:
• Free Assembly on Kangaroo Sewing Furniture
• In Store Marketing Materials
• Lifetime Warranty on Kangaroo Sewing Furniture
• Sewing Machine Insert Program
• Protected Sales Territory
• Free Freight Available
• Extended Payment Terms
• Sales Associate Training

“Arrow & Kangaroo Sewing Furniture has been a
great company to work with and do business with
over the last four years and I look forward to many
more as they come out with new products, better
marketing materials and great promotions.
Our overall cabinet business is up 25% over
the year before and continues to grow.”
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Recognizing Our

Associate Members

A & E GÜTERMANN
AIRFLOW SYSTEMS
ALUTRON MODULES LTD
AMETEK FLOOR CARE & SPECIALTY MOTORS
AMERICAN & EFIRD
APC FILTRATION INC
ARROW COMPANIES LLC
AVNAN ELECTRO INC
BABY LOCK USA
BERNINA OF AMERICA
BISSELL HOMECARE INC
BLOC LOC RULERS
BRANOFILTER GMBH
BROTHER INTERNATIONAL
BROTHER INTERNATIONAL CANADA
CANAVAC SYSTEMS
CANPLAS INDUSTRIES LTD
CLOVER NEEDLECRAFT INC
COATS & CLARK INC
CWP TECHNOLOGIES
CYCLOVAC - TROVAC INDUSTRIES LTD
DAYLIGHT COMPANY
DESCO VACUUM CLEANER SUPPLY
DIYSTYLE®
DOMEL
DULWICH HILL SEWING CENTRE
DYSON INC
ELECTRO MOTOR LLC
ELNA INC
ENVIROCARE TECHNOLOGIES LLC
ESSCO
EURO-NOTIONS INC
FAMORE CUTLERY / SPECIALTY PRODUCT SALES
FERD SCHMETZ NEEDLE CORP
FLEXAUST-TUEC
FLOOR CARE EQUIPMENT LTD / SEBO CANADA
GAMMILL INC
GRAND RIVER RUBBER & PLASTIC
GROZ-BECKERT
HIDE-A-HOSE INC
HOME CARE PRODUCTS LLC / DVC ZHAO
HUI FILTER
HOOVER VACUUMS
HORN OF AMERICA INC
HOST / RACINE INDUSTRIES
H-P PRODUCTS INC

HUSQVARNA VIKING SEWING MACHINES
IROBOT CORPORATION
JANOME AMERICA
JINHUA CHUNGUANG TECHNOLOGY CO LTD
JKL GLOBAL SALES INC
JOHNNY VAC
KIRBY COMPANY
KOALA
LINDHAUS USA
LINDSAY MANUFACTURING
MAC PLASTICS MFG INC
M D MANUFACTURING INC
MIELE INC
MODA FABRIC
MYRATON INDUSTRIES
NUERA AIR / DUO VAC
ORECK VACUUMS
PACVAC PTY LTD
PFAFF SEWING MACHINES
PLASTIFLEX GROUP NORTH CAROLINA
PRO-LINE DISTRIBUTING
QUALTEX GLOBAL LTD
REXAIR LLC
RICCAR
RNK DISTRIBUTING
ROYAL
SEBO AMERICA
SEW STEADY
SHARKNINJA
SIMPLICITY
SINGER SEWING COMPANY
STEEL CITY VACUUM CO INC
SUZHOU MINGKANG FILTER CO LTD
SVP WORLDWIDE
SYNCHRONY FINANCIAL
TACONY CORPORATION
TACONY HOME FLOORCARE
THORNE ELECTRIC CO
TRANSNATIONAL
TRI-TECHNICAL SYSTEMS INC
TTI FLOOR CARE NORTH AMERICA
UNITED NOTIONS
USITT
VAC PRO’S
VACUMAID CENTRAL VACUUM SYSTEMS

INDUSTRY NEWS

VDTA Offers $1000 for Store
Improvements with New BetterBiz
Grant, a Member’s Benefit

T

he look of your store is so important. If your store is not clean, modern, and even “stylish,” your
business could suffer. Little things like modern signage, paint inside and out or parking availability,
and even bathroom updates all affect how customers perceive your business and their choice in
choosing to shop or not to shop at your store.

The newest VDTA•SDTA member benefit offers a grant for
improving the appearance and functionality of your store! This
grant - the VDTA•SDTA BetterBiz Grant - is a grant focused on store
improvements, worth up to $1000. It may be used for new signage, a
remodeling project, maybe even handicap parking improvements. This
grant is not for any product purchases. The Association sponsors the
grant along with industry companies who want to see the independent
dealer grow by improving their business look.
The first grants will be awarded at the International
VDTA•SDTA Trade Show and Convention, held
February 2020 in Las Vegas. Applications will be
accepted August 1 – November 1, 2019. Your
grant application must be submitted with “before
pictures” and a detailed explanation of the proposed
improvement project. If your business is selected,
you will then need to provide VDTA•SDTA with “after
pictures” of the completed improvements and your
paid receipts. VDTA may opt to visit your site prior to
awarding the grant.
Criteria to apply for the grant: You must be a dealer member with the Association for at least 2 years prior
to applying for the grant. This grant is for the Independent Dealer only. Recipients may only be awarded
the grant once; they cannot reapply for / receive the grant multiple times. The store selected will receive
up to $1000, depending on the cost of the project.
One grant will be awarded for the 2019 application session worth up to $1000. At this time, dealers not
selected may reapply for the grant. For the 2020 grant application season, two grants worth up to $1000
each will be awarded.

For more information, visit www.vdta.com or call us at 800-367-5651.

The 2019 BetterBiz Grant Application is on
page 7, fill it out today!!
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Deadline: November 1, 2019

Recipient announced: February 2020

VDTA•SDTA BetterBiz Grant Application

Apply for the opportunity to receive up to $1000 for physical store improvements

GUIDELINES:

Qualifying improvements: Items such
as signage, merchandising displays,
remodeling costs, handicap parking, etc.
The grant may not be used to purchase
product or inventory.
Criteria: “Before” photos of proposed
improvements must be submitted with
your application; applications WITHOUT
photos will NOT be considered. “After”
photos when proposed improvements
have been made must also be submitted
to VDTA•SDTA, along with a receipt of

payment for the improvements. Only
members of VDTA•SDTA are eligible to
apply for and receive the VDTA•SDTA
BetterBiz Grant.
Receiving grant money: Grant
application must be received prior to
undertaking proposed store improvements.
The recipient will receive grant money
as reimbursement AFTER the proposed
improvements have been made and paid
in full.
Money is paid UP TO $1000. For example,
if the proposed improvement specified

on grant application (i.e. new sign) costs
$300, then your business will receive
reimbursement only for that $300. If the
proposed improvement costs more than
$1000, your business will receive the full
grant amount; you are responsible for
paying the remaining sum of improvement costs.
Other: VDTA•SDTA BetterBiz Grant
applications are reviewed and a recipient is
chosen by an independent panel. Only one
grant may be awarded per business (even
if your business has multiple locations).
Visit www.VDTA.com for more details.

Business:_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Business Address:___________________________________________________________________________________________________
(location to receive grant)

City, State, Zip:______________________________________________________________________________________________________
Phone:_________________________________________ Website: www.______________________________________________________
Owner’s Name: _____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Email: ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Name of person submitting grant application (if different than owner): ___________________________________________
Business established (year):______________ Number of employees:_________ Number of store locations:_________
“Before” photos submitted
of proposed improvements

Estimated cost of proposed improvement: _________________________

In 150-300 words, describe your proposed store improvement(s) & WHY it is needed to improve your business:
(use additional sheet of paper if necessary)

I hereby certify that the information provided is accurate, and that I agree to abide by the guidelines of the VDTA•SDTA
BetterBiz Grant. I acknowledge that any false information provided on this application makes my business ineligible for
receiving the VDTA•SDTA BetterBiz Grant awarded at this time.

Signature: _______________________________________________________

Date: __________________________________________

Should your business receive the grant, the best way to contact you is at: _____________________________________________

Return completed VDTA•SDTA BetterBiz Grant application & “Before” photos to VDTA offices by:
Email: mail@vdta.com • Fax: 515-282-4483 • Postal Mail: 2724 2nd Ave; Des Moines, IA 50313
Keep a copy of this application for your records.
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THANK YOU MEMBERS

The following is a list of members who recently renewed their membership or joined VDTA•SDTA or SEA
ASSOCIATE MEMBERS

MEMBER SINCE

Ametek Floor Care & Specialty Kent, OH
Motors

June 1986

Luke’s Sewing Center

Elsmere, KY
La Mesa, CA

Mad B’s Quilt and Sew

Aug 2018

Metrowest Vacuums

Framingham, MA

July 2012

Rae Bon Sew & Quilt Shop

Fargo, ND

Coats & Clark Inc

Charlotte, NC

Sept 1999

Metro Vacuum & Cleaning
Supply

RNK Distributing / Floriani

Knoxville, TN

Sept 2011

Quality Vacuum

Nuera-Air / Duo Vac

DEALER MEMBERS

Laval, QC

MEMBER SINCE

35th Ave Sew & Vac

Phoenix, AZ

A-1 Vacuum Center Inc

Green Bay, WI

A to Z Vacuum & Fan Store
AAVAC Center

Ace Sewing Center

Aug 2015

Sept 1999

Reading, PA
Rogers, AR

Wichita Falls, TX

All Brand Cleaners & Sew Ctr LLC Schenectady, NY
Allan Dunn Appliances

Peterborough, ON

Auburn Sewing Center

Auburn, MA

Amy Baughman Sew and Quilt Rochester, PA
Berger Sewing Machine
& Vacuum

Manassas, VA

Better Housekeeping Vacuums Mankato, MN
Boyd Sewing & Vacuum
Circle Sewing Center

Collins Quality Vacuum

Creative Sewing Design
D & R Sew & Vac Ctr
Electric Hospital
GNC Vacs

Eureka, CA

Midland, MI

J & H Sewing & Vacuum Inc
Jack’s Sew And Vac Etc.

El Paso, TX

Jacksonville, FL
Coos Bay, OR

South Bend, IN
Ephrata, PA

Soldotna, AK
Bryan, OH

Jeff’s Sewing & Vacuum Ctr

Martinez, GA

John’s Sewing Center

Eau Claire, WI

Kansas Vacuum Center Inc
Kramer’s Sew & Vac
Lakeshore Sewing
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Aug 2014

Sept 1999

Sept 2014
Jan 1984

Sept 1999
Sept 1999
Sept 1999
Sept 2018
July 2015

Sept 2004

Pueblo, CO

Jaeger Sewing Machine & Vac Kewaskum, WI
Jerry’s Vacuum Center

Sept 2007

July 1997

Heavenly Stitches Quilt Shop Kingsport, TN
Hinkletown Sewing

March 1995

Mandan, ND
Wichita, KS

Cincinnati, OH
Wyoming, MI

Aug 2012

Sept 1999
July 1983

Jan 2018

Aug 2015

Sept 1999
Sept 2016
Sept 1999
Sept 1999
Sept 1999
Sept 2018
Sept 1999
Aug 2015

Sept 1999
Sept 1999

Feb 1994

Mesa, AZ

Richland Sewing Center
Robinsons Viking White
Rogers Sewing Center

Russ Vacuum / The Vacuum
Doctor

July 2007

Grand Haven, MI

Sept 1999

Hurst, TX

Sept 1999

Nampa, ID

Rogers, AR

Grand Junction, CO

Sept 2015
Sept 1999
Sept 1999
Feb 1990

Seaford Vac & Sew Inc

Seaford, NY

Aug 1994

Sew Vac Direct

Bryan, TX

Aug 2015

Sew & Vac Plus

Sewing Express

Sewing Machine Station

Shenandoah Sew and Vac
Southwest Decoratives &
Kokopelli Quilting
Sprague’s Vacuums Plus

St. Cloud Sewing Center Inc

McKinleyville, CA
Sylvania, OH

Sept 1999

Woodstock, VA

June 1989

Brentwood, TN
Albuquerque, NM
Warren, OH

St. Cloud, MN

Steve’s Sewing & Vacuum Ctr King of Prussia, PA
The Quilting Studio

White House, TN

The Vacuum Store

Ann Arbor, MI

The Sewing & Vacuum Ctr
T J’s Fabrics

Vacuum Doctor
Viking Sewing Center

Aug 2017

June 2014
July 2019

Sept 1999
July 2019
July 2019

Meridian, MS

Sept 1999

Troy, AL

Aug 2017

Kalamazoo, MI

Vacuum World

July 1981

Waynesboro, VA
San Jose, CA

Sept 2016
Aug 2010

Sept 2018
Sept 1999

INTERNATIONAL MEMBER
FAWAS GmbH SGL

Dellingen/ERMS, Germany Nov 2004

SEA MEMBER

Ghee’s / Linda McGehee
S and H Presents /
Sue Hausmann

Shreveport, LA

Aug 2016

Sahuarita, AZ

Sept 2010

Olden Toys / Mary Ann Racheau Las Vegas, NV

Aug 2017
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VDTA•SDTA Dealer of The Month
Company Name______________________________

Phone___________________________________

Owner’s Name_______________________________

Web site____________________________________

Address__________________________________

E-mail address_______________________________

City, State, Zip_______________________________

Local Newspaper _____________________________

1. What year was your store established?
_________________________________________________
2. How many stores do you operate?
_________________________________________________
3. How many employees do you have?
_________________________________________________
4. What product lines do you carry?		
_________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
5. What services do you provide?
_________________________________________________
6. Is your business family run? How many generations?
_____________________________________
7. What is your age group:		
40 – under
41 – 50
51 – 60
61 plus
8. Check all equipment that your business carries:
Vacuum
Vacuum/Central Vacuum
Vacuum & Sewing
Janitorial
Sewing Machines
Quilt Shop with Sewing Machines
Longarm machines
Quilt Shop without Sewing Machines
Other _________________________________________
9. Do you have and maintain e-mail lists of your customers?
Yes
No
10. Do you have and maintain direct mail lists of your customers? Yes
No
11. Do you have a rental program for sewing machines? 		
Yes
No
12. Do you rent time on a longarm quilting machine to quilters to machine quilt?
Yes No
13. Do you offer sewing /quilting classes in your store?		
Yes
No
_____________________________________________________________________________________

On a separate sheet of paper or email (to mail@vdta.com) please answer the following
14. How often do you offer classes and what age group do you target?
15. Community projects you participate in or support.
16. Marketing plans you have done that draw people to your store.
17. Any awards received from a manufacturer or from your community.
18. What tips of success or advice do you have for other independent retailers in the industry?
19. Share a paragraph about the history of your business and how it has grown?
20. How often do you attend the VDTA•SDTA Annual Convention? IE: Every year, every 2 yrs, etc:
21. What makes your shop stand out in your community.
______________________________________________________________________________________
23. Are you a member of the VDTA•SDTA?
Yes
No
24. What year did you join? _______________________________________________________________
Fax to: 515-282-4483
Mail to: Dealer of the Month, VDTA•SDTA, 2724 2nd Ave, Des Moines, IA 50313.
E-mail to: mail@vdta.com.
You may also visit www.vdta.com, click on “Members,” and fill out the form online and submit.
You must be a current member of VDTA•SDTA to be selected as the Dealer of the Month.
SDTA NEWS September 2019 | SQE Retailer™
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Obituary: Industry Inspiration
Larry Overson

L

arry Overson passed away July 21, 2019 in Minnesota. Our prayers go
out to his wife Karen, daughter Melissa and son Kyle, and the rest of
his family.

Larry Overson was born in St. Peter, MN in 1940. He graduated from
St. Peter High School in 1957 and joined the US Navy the following year.
He spent two years flying in airships and the remainder of time in Anti Sub
Warfare as an aircraft mechanic. He was discharged in 1962 and worked as
a psychiatric technician and cook. In 1965 he moved to Rochester, MN and
took a part-time job delivering sewing machines for Larson Sewing Center.
That became the start of his door-to-door sales career.
In 1970 Larry moved to Hutchinson, MN and went to work for the Hutchinson
Sewing Supply Co., regional distributors for New Home, Pfaff Sewing
Machines, and Royal Vac. He worked both as Retail Sales Manager and also
Wholesale Rep for Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota, and Iowa.
In 1979 Larry went to work at Milwaukee Sewing Machine Co. and became the Wholesale Rep for the
states of Wisconsin, Illinois, the eastern third of Iowa, and Upper Peninsula of Michigan. He remained in
this position until 1987 when the territory was relinquished to the New Home Sewing Machine Co, and
he became the first Regional Sales Manager for New Home. In 1990 and 1991 he assisted in the dealer
development in the Midwest territory of Kansas and Nebraska.
In an effort to minimize his multi-state travel, he resigned from his position with New Home (now Janome
America) and joined the staff of Eastern Woolen Company of St. Paul, MN and quickly integrated his
knowledge of household sewing machines with the industrial market. Again he became a valued salesman
and was asked to spread his expertise on the road. This position included travel as far away as Wyoming,
Colorado, Nebraska, and part of Iowa.
Wishing to reduce travel as much as possible and work closer to his home and farm in Minnesota, Larry
joined the sales staff at VDTA•SDTA. He was later promoted as Executive Director of Sewing, a position he
held until he retired in February 2007. With his vast experience in both the retail and wholesale sides of
the dealer channel, he brought a renewed focus to the sewing aspects of this organization.
Larry was a member of Temple Masonic Lodge 59 in Hutchinson, Crown of Life Lutheran Church, Zuhrah
Shrine of Minneapolis, American Legion Post 96, and the Naval Airship Association. He and his wife Karen
resided in Surprise, AZ. They have two children, Kyle and Melissa, and one grandchild, Jessica.
Larry strived to preserve, encourage, and support the value of the independent sewing machine dealer.
He earned the honor of being inducted in the VDTA•SDTA Hall of Fame in 2011.

10
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Obituary: Kaye Wood

K

aye Wood, (1936 – 2019). Kaye Wood passed away July 21, 2019.
Our prayers go out to her family and loved ones.

Kaye Wood, founder of the multi-faceted sewing and quilting brand Kaye
Wood Inc., passed away July 21 of a heart attack. Kaye’s brand has inspired
sewists and quilters of all ages, shipping products to every continent,
publishing Kaye’s many quilting books and patterns, producing 40 seasons
of Kaye’s Quilting Friends for PBS-TV, and designing original quilting tools.
Kaye graduated from Michigan State University with a business education
degree. Her travels led to teaching internationally in Holland, Germany, a
 nd
Canada, and with the Quilting the Kaye Wood Way instructor certification
program over 150 teachers have been certified to date.
In addition, quilting cruises were one of Kaye’s passions. She is well-known for her charity quilt project,
The LoveQuilt™ Connection, which is presented at consumer s
 hows around the country. Through the
years, Kaye has also been compared to a “stand-up comedian,” with her stories of strange and funny
happenings in her life.
Kaye is preceded in death by her husband, Bill. Her family includes 5 children and 13 grandchildren.
She was an active member of St. Joseph Church. In 2012, Kaye was inducted into the VDTA•SDTA Hall
of Fame.

To see more of the
accomplishments of Kaye Wood
and other Hall of Fame inductees,
visit www.vdta.com/hof-list
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INDUSTRY NEWS

BERNINA of America Announces Winner of
Instagram Contest with Tiffany Pratt

B

ERNINA of America has announced the winner of their
Instagram contest to help celebrate the arrival of
the BERNINA 435 in stores. Catherine Holbrook from
Richmond, KY was chosen as the winner of a new B
435 Machine, valued at $1,999 MSRP.

“I’m thrilled to partner with BERNINA and to award Catherine
Holbrook with the B 435 machine,” said Tiffany Pratt.
“BERNINA has always helped take my creativity to a higher
level and I am excited to give the same opportunity to
Catherine.

Hosted by designer and HGTV Canada personality Tiffany
Pratt, the contest required participants to sew one of Pratt’s
creative clutches. The participants were encouraged to
create their clutch by following step-by-step instructions
and then sharing their final creation on Instagram by using
#IwantaBERNINA435. The winning design was selected by
Pratt and a group of BERNINA of America judges.

To view all of the designs, including the winning design,
please visit BERNINA’S official Instagram page. For more
information on the B 435 visit www.bernina.com

“We were delighted to partner with Tiffany Pratt to give
away a new BERNINA 435,” said Paul Ashworth, President of
BERNINA of America. “Tiffany is an inspiration to all sewists
and seeing her designs come to life was rewarding. We are
not only proud of Ms. Holbrook’s winning design, but of all
the participants that entered. We were blown away by their
talent and creativity.”
The B 435 is the entry-level edition of the 4 Series. Ideal for
small spaces, the B 435 includes an easy-to-use 4.3-inch
color touchscreen, a jumbo bobbin with 70% more thread,
an adjustable presser foot pressure, and full shank BERNINA
presser feet.

About the Company: Founded in Switzerland more than 125 years
ago, BERNINA is a premier manufacturer with a proven reputation
for offering quality state-of-the-art sewing, quilting and embroidery
machines, overlockers and embroidery software. BERNINA’s
leadership is marked by an impressive number of ambassadors,
industry leaders, influencers and bloggers who chose to partner
with the company. BERNINA products are designed for beginning
to advanced sewists and priced to meet a variety of budgets,
with new products being introduced every year. You can follow
BERNINA on Facebook: www.facebook.com/berninausa, Instagram:
@BERNINAUSA, and Pinterest: www.pinterest.com/WeAllSew, and
read BERNINA’s WeAllSew blog at www.weallsew.com. To learn more
about BERNINA, visit www.bernina.com or call (630)978-2500.

AccuQuilt Helps Beginners to Advanced
Quilters with Six New Studio Dies

A

ccuQuilt announces the release of six new dies for
the AccuQuilt Studio 2TM Fabric Cutter. Five of the
dies are setting triangles designed to ease some big
challenges with advanced quilt patterns. The sixth
is a highly-requested new Block on Board® (BOB®) die for
Studio.

The Studio Pineapple-12” Finished die includes block
assembly instructions and works with the Studio Setting
Triangle-12” Finished and Studio Square-12½” Finished
(50021) to create an on-point pineapple pattern. If quilters
have been hesitant to try this more complicated quilt
pattern, this release will be the reason to finally give it a try.

The Studio Setting Triangles come in five different finished
block sizes – 6-inch, 8-inch, 9-inch, 10-inch and 12-inch – and
simplify the confusing math associated with on-point quilts.
The side setting triangles and a corner setting triangle are on
each die board. The sizes coordinate with square dies already
included in the AccuQuilt collection to create on-point quilts
in five of the most common finished block sizes.

As with all die releases, AccuQuilt will share free patterns for
each of the new Studio dies on accuquilt.com. Please note
that these new dies are designed to work with AccuQuilt’s
Studio 2™Fabric Cutter, and Studio dies are not compatible
with AccuQuilt’s GO! Baby®, GO! Me®, GO! ® and GO! Big®
fabric cutters.

“We’re really excited about this release,” says Lynn Gibney,
Product Development Director. “The Studio Setting Triangles
are versatile and can make intimidating patterns more
approachable, regardless of a quilter’s skill level.”
Due to the popularity of the GO! Pineapple – 10” Finished
die, AccuQuilt is releasing the Studio Pineapple-12” Finished
die (50176) which has all the pieces needed to create the
traditional block pattern on one board. The die features 13
difficult to cut by hand shapes that can cut up to 10 layers of
fabric.
12

For more information on AccuQuilt and the latest
product releases, visit accuquilt.com.
About the Company: Headquartered in Omaha, NE, AccuQuilt
offers quilters, fabric crafters and retailers a premiere line of fabric
cutters, dies, quilting patterns and other quilt and fabric cutting
solutions that help quilters quickly and accurately cut shapes for
quilting and fabric crafts. AccuQuilt also offers quilters a wide variety
of rich educational resources to enhance their quilting experiences.
Cutting with AccuQuilt cutters is a natural evolution of fabric cutting
methods. For more information, visit accuquilt.com or call
888-258-7913.
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VIEWPOINT

Insight from the Work Bench:
PROFIT
Norm Himebaugh
Himebaugh’s Vacuum & Sewing Center

I

recently spent about 7 hours fixing a Husqvarna
Viking Designer Diamond for a customer. This
particular machine was butchered by a dealer in
southern Texas who thought they would gamble
with her $10,000 sewing machine.
Think of a dentist telling someone he’s qualified
to do open heart surgery. That’s pretty much what
we’re talking about here. Curious, I looked the
dealer up on the internet. They have a nice shop
with a few different brands, but Husqvarna just
isn’t one of them. They installed the stepper motor
incorrectly, which moves the cutter, so its wiring
was being rubbed every time the knife tried to cut
the thread. The bare wire touched the frame and
shorted out the cutting function of the pc board.
There was also another pinched cable between two
metal frames causing other issues. I really don’t
have room in this article to explain it all, but it was
almost dead.
Luckily for this customer,
I had a used PC board,
ironically from another
machine treated the same
way from another nonauthorized dealer. They
ruined that machine in
a totally different way,
but the board survived.
That customer had the
ability and desire for a
new model, so I gave her
a trade in on her new
machine. Her total repair
bill was just over $800
including shipping, and
when it left my bench, it was perfect. Every function
worked perfectly and my settings carry a two-year
guarantee.
Right now someone somewhere is calculating my
dollars per hour or evaluating some aspect of profit
and so forth. To some dealers, fixing this machine
may sound like a dumb move – Profit vs Cost, etc.
However, this particular customer is towards the
end of her sewing life and can’t afford a $10,000
sewing machine or even a $5000 sewing machine.
She didn’t qualify for financing and her credit

card was refused. So to me it was worth fixing the
machine.
Husqvarna Sewing machines have an adjustment
that no other machine I know of has. The thread
hook in a computerized Husqvarna is adjustable up
and down and it moves on a slightly slanted shaft
(This is true of Husqvarna machines they make, not
machines made for them). If you don’t know how
to set that first setting, no other setting related to
the hook will be proper. For instance, the timing,
the needle bar height, the needle plate position.
Think about if the hook is too low. You’re giving
the machine too much thread to form the stitch.
Now you set the tensions out of their proper range
to correct a stitch problem that isn’t a tension
problem. Can you see it? Your decorative stitches
are pulling. Nothing works as it should.
If you’re a dealer for a Japanese
designed machine, you have
no business taking your $80
or $100 tune up fee from one
of these customers. There are
only a handful of techs in this
country who could have fixed
this machine. I’m not saying
that to boast, it’s a fact. Every
corner I turned, something was
wrong. The saddest part for me
was hearing her voice.
If you are a technician in this
business and don’t fully know
the machine you are about to
work on, then don’t work on it.
I’ve said before, I send BERNINA
machines to the BERNINA Dealer and do the same
for PFAFF Machines. If your repair shop really needs
that $100, find a new way to get it. Dealers like
the ones I’m talking about literally break the heart
of older ladies who can’t buy the new expensive
machines they could previously afford. They may
be forced to give up their best friend, because
the dealer wanted to boast of fixing “All Brands
of Machines.” Those days are truly over, but the
customer doesn’t know it. Sadly, neither do these
types of repair shops.
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PRODUCT SHOWCASE

Daylight Company Introduces
Two New Products
Halo GO and Rose Gold Slimline 3

D

aylight Company is thrilled to introduce two new products to the home sewing and quilting market:
Halo Go Light and Magnifier and the Limited-Edition Rose Gold Slimline 3 Table Lamp.

Halo GO Light and Magnifier
The Halo Go is the first rechargeable Light and
Magnifier of its kind! This truly portable lamp with
magnifier comes with a USB rechargeable battery.
The brightness remains consistent for the full 8
hours. The LEDs circle the magnification lens for
uniform lighting over your customers’ projects.
Offering 5 dioptres (2.25X) magnification with a 12
dioptres (4.0X) lens, working on the finest details is
easy! Other key features include:
• 2 Brightness setting: 4 hours on the brightest
setting, 8 hours on the second setting
• Battery level indicator
• 6 hours to fully recharge; can be used while
charging
• Folds flat for easy portability
• Can be powered via any USB connection and / or
battery pack
• Comes with a 2-year warrantee
• MSRP $130.00

14
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LIMITED-EDITION ROSE GOLD
Slimline 3 Table Lamp
The sleek design of the Slimline 3, along with
one of the most popular accent colors in recent
memory, is sure to be a big hit with your
customers. The new aluminium shade emits a
brighter light with better diffusion. A four-step
dimmer allows brightness control.
The clamp has been redesigned to be even less
obtrusive and comes in brush steel for a sleek look
and feel, while the round switch adds neatness to
the finishing touch.
Additionally, the Rose Gold Edition of the Slimline 3
will come with all the same popular features of the
Slimline 3, which includes:
• The Slimline 3 is now 50% brighter than the
previous model
• Longer light illuminating light shade with even
more LEDs to increase brightness
• Frosted diffuser to help eliminate glare and hot spots
• Comes with a 2-year warrantee
• MSRP $215.00

Your customers are sure to notice the new Halo Go Light and Magnifier and the Limited
Edition Rose Gold Slimline 3 with Daylight’s newly redesigned packaging. The sleek
black and white color combination along with the key features added to the box give
you and the consumer one location for all technical information like:
• Lumens (light brightness)
• Lux Value (the brightness of the lamp at 12” from the work surface)
• Daylight Simulation indicator
• Product height and length measurements
• And more

For more information visit
www.daylightcompany.com
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C

indy and I attended the Brother sewing
dealer convention in July. It was a great
convention with lots of education, new
models, and amazing technology. In
October, Viking will introduce a new top-of-theline machine with all the latest technology their
engineers can pack into a machine. Even many
of today’s vacuums have circuit boards to control
various functions and make our customers’ lives
easier. The world today is one of constant change
and high technology.
It was about 3 years
ago when wireless
technology was
introduced to the sewing
and embroidery world.
It seemed like a big deal
at the time, and it still
is. But now it’s relatively
common in top-ofthe-line embroidery
machines. It’s amazing
but “old news.” That
leads me to ask the
question: “Are we old
news today” because we
refuse to embrace new
technology?

“

Most recently, technology has gone mobile.
Sometimes too mobile when you see so many
people looking at their phone screens rather than
connecting with the person in front of them or
paying attention when driving. Good or bad, you
can do almost anything
you want on your phone.
Pay your bills, check the
weather, get directions,
check e-mail, Facebook,
and more. It’s amazing!

Customers love
technology and if
you don’t promote
it, you are losing
sales. Sell the
dream of what
technology can do
for the customer.

About 25 years ago, I
purchased my first laptop computer. At first, I didn’t
know what to do with
it since I had no computer experience. I just knew
I needed it. After embracing the technology, I
grew to depend on it for effectively managing my
business. After a few years, I started backing up my
files to CDs so they were portable, and should my
computer go down I would always have a backup
file. Whether I would use it or not, I would carry that
computer home each night just in case I wanted to
work.
After I “graduated” from CDs to USB drives and
finally just thumb drives, that briefcase got a lot
lighter. I only needed to carry the USB or thumb
drive home and plug it into my home computer.
When “the cloud” was introduced, I wondered,
“What if the cloud went down?” Should I trust losing
all my information to this cloud that really wasn’t
a cloud but a server someplace in computer land?
16

Computers go bad and so do servers… I finally
decided to trust “the cloud” and the experience was
amazing! No briefcase to carry! At about the same
time, our store point-of-sale system was updated to
cloud-based. Is this what heaven is like?

“

VIEWPOINT

Technology. Love It or
Hate It, You NEED It!

Technology has really
made a difference in
how we do things.
Unfortunately, not all
of us have kept up on
technology. Not that you
have to be a big user of
technology. Just know that
many of your customers
are, and if your store
isn’t up to speed, those
customers will shop
elsewhere.

So, we have a choice. Do we pretend technology
doesn’t exist, losing those customers, waiting for
the day when we can close our store and retire –
OR do we embrace technology and be a part of
transitioning our store into the future, retaining
those customers, making more money, and having
a business to sell or gift to the next generation
when the time comes? Hmm. Doesn’t seem to
require much thought. Embrace the technology and
use it as a tool. Make customers happy. Create a
legacy for the next generation. Retire with cash in
hand. OK, I get it!
What are you doing to embrace technology?
Does your store have a website that’s updated
periodically? How about a Facebook page? If you do
Facebook, you are connecting with most customers
who are into social media. There’s also Instagram,
Twitter, Pinterest, and more, but Facebook is the
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dominant form of social media. Is your point-of-sale
system cloud based? There’s a lot of advantages to
being able to check store sales or inventory from
anywhere. Maybe you’ll even feel like you can take
that day off and still stay in touch.

Most of today’s manufacturers of sewing and
vacuum products are producing technological
innovations all the time. The companies that aren’t
will eventually go out of business just like the
dealers who refuse to promote it.

Most of us know what happened to the dinosaurs.
They couldn’t adapt to changing conditions and
became extinct. Fortunately, we have a choice.
We can adapt. We can change. Whether you
sell vacuums but especially if you sell sewing
machines, technology is what customers are looking
for. Customers love technology and if you don’t
promote it, you are losing sales. Sell the dream of
what technology can do for the customer. If they
don’t know it exists, how can they buy it? So
don’t just talk about it. Show them! Teach them how
to use the technology in the machine you sell them,
and they will be the best advertising ever for your
business.

Are you a dinosaur? Are you slowly going out of
business by not embracing retail changes and
technology – OR are you embracing the new
technology and taking your business to the next
level?
Till next time.
~Jim
Questions or comments
are welcome. E-mail:
jimbarnhardt@msn.com

Jim Barnhardt

J & R Vacuum and Sewing
VDTA•SDTA Board Member
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PRODUCT SHOWCASE

Floriani Fusion will be a game-changer for bringing newcomers to crafting software.

FLORIANI FUSION PRESS RELEASE

“Fusion” Software Provides New Spark For
Floriani Dealers This Fall!
By: Ricky Brooks - RNK Distributing

BRAND NEW from Floriani Software

FLORIANI FUSION

d

Fusion Gives YOU the Power to Build Your Own Creative Crafting Software!
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FLORIANI FUSION
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These are just some of the features that will
empower you to get crafting:

-bit
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M
ws ® 7,
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Lettering • Design Editing • Open/Save SVG Files
Vector Art Tool • Stabilize-N-Go • Auto Digitizing
Color Play • Font Play • AND MORE!

5115
1-0034
ting.com

“We are excited about the introduction of the new
Floriani Fusion Software! Having a powerful software
that is under $1000 opens the door to many sales
opportunities for retailers. RNK’s commitment to
continually seek new avenues to help us grow our
customer base is just one of many reasons we consider
them one of our preferred suppliers.”
- Mary Hess, Owner B-Sew Inn
“We are really excited to offer the new Floriani
Fusion Software with new high tech embroidery
and embroidery combo machines being introduced
this fall. We think it will not only be a powerful
sale incentive but the program is set up to lead to
additional sales in the future.”
- Paul LaPonte, Quality Sewing

Coming this September...
From the most trusted name in embroidery software, Floriani’s brand new “Beginner
Creation Software” – the Floriani Fusion – is available this Fall and will be a game-changer
for bringing newcomers to crafting software.
The Fusion is specifically made to be more cost-effective for crafters and is the gateway for
consumers to get the best in Floriani Software.
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Continued...

Thanks to a modular architecture that can integrate features from other Floriani software,
crafters can expand their creative horizons at their own pace with the same standards of
excellence that are synonymous with Floriani Software.

• 1 gigabyte of

RAM
• Microsoft® Windo
ws® 8,
or Windows®
10 operating
system

by

Features

Creation
Tools
• Artwork
• 70 fonts Tools
• Convert
Art
Motif, Steil and Stitches
to Run,
Artwork, Satin, Satin,
Fill,
Motif Fill Appliqué, Wave
Fill,

These are just some of the features that will
empower you to get crafting:

Lettering • Design Editing • Open/Save SVG Files
Vector Art Tool • Stabilize-N-Go • Auto Digitizing
Color Play • Font Play • AND MORE!

My Decorative

Quilter®

Quilt Builder

Floriani Files (WAF)
Click2Stitch (C2S)
Baby Lock (BLF)
Baby Lock/Brother/
Bernina (PES, PEC)
Elna/Janome/Kenmore (SEW)
Elna (EMD)
Janome/New Home 10000 (JEF, JEF+1)
Viking/Husqvarna (HUS)
Pfaff (PCS)
Tajima (DST)
Singer/Poem (CSD)
Singer (XXX)
Melco (EXP)
Viking D1 ((SHV)
Viking/Pfaff (VIP)
Viking/Pfaff (VP3)
Bernina ART (ART)
Zip Files (ZIP)

EXCLUSIVE
FEATURES

• Multiple Brand Thread Palettes
• Ruler
• Zoom and Pan
• Recolor Lettering Segments
and Designs
• Auto-Save
• Auto-Baste

• Font Mapper
• Undo/Redo
• Cut/Copy/Paste/Insert/Delete
• Properties Box for Changing
Stitch Properties
• Horizontally and Vertically
Align Objects
• Flip Objects Horizontally
• Flip Objects Vertically
• Rotate Objects Left and Right

Toll Free:
ware
(877)
soft
331-0034
in the
Brush,
.RNKDSens
as you draw lines wwwsure
itive.com
istributing
de: Pres
• Features Inclu
h
Calligraphy Brus

Save Designs Formats:
Floriani Files (WAF)
Baby Lock/Brother Multi Needle (PESv9)
Baby Lock/Brother/Bernina (PESv9)
Baby Lock/Brother/Bernina (PESv8)
Baby Lock/Brother/Bernina (PESv7)
Baby Lock/Brother/Bernina (PESv6)
Baby Lock/Brother/Bernina (PES)
Elna/Janome/Kenmore (SEW)
Elna (EMD)
Janome/Elna (JEF)
Viking/Husqvarna (HUS)
Pfaff (PCS)
Tajima (DST)
Barudan (DST)
Barudan (U??)
Singer/Poem (CSD)
Singer (XXX)
Melco (EXP)
Viking D1 ((SHV)
Viking/Pfaff (VIP)
Viking/Pfaff (VP3)

Requires a 64 BIT
processor. Compatible with
Windows® 8, 8.1, 10

OR FLORIANI FUSION ADD-ON SOFTWARE

View Features
• 3D Realistic Stitch View
• Display Grid
• Display Hoops
• Display Fabrics in Background
• View Entry, Exit, Commands,
and Stitch Points
• View the Designs Stitch
Sequence

•

Specialty
Features
• Auto Digitizing
• Stabilize-N-Go Wizard
• Design
Splitting
• Font Play
• Color
Play
• Auto Lock
• Redwork Tool
Tool
Automated
Tools
• Auto Digitizing
• Auto Lock
Wizard
• Auto Lock Tool
• Redwork Tool
• Auto BasteTool
Tool
View Features
• Slow Redraw
• Ruler
• Zoom
Tool
• 3D View
• Import
Artwork
• Load Backdrop
• Grid View
Image
• Hoop
View

Total

FLORIANI FUSIO
N

Quilter
FL-FUSION

Q

Layout
Tools
• Fling Repeat
Tool
• Corners
Repeat
• Templates
Tool
Tool
• Circle
Template
• Repeat
Tool
Tool

Editing
Features
• Distribute
Tools
• Cut
• Copy
• Paste
• Undo
• Redo
• Flip Object
• Flip Object Horizontally
Vertically
• Rotate
Left
• Rotate
Right
• Group/Ungroup
• Combine/Break
Apart

• Shape
Edit
• Stitch
Edit
• Close
Shape

BRAND

Formats
Include: Supported

Floriani
Files (WAF),
Lock/Brother/Bern
Baby
(PES), Elna/Janome/ina
Kenmore
(EMD), (SEW), Elna
Jamone/Elna
Viking/Husqvarna (JEF),
Pfaff (PCS),
(HUS),
Tajima
Singer/Poem
(DST),
(XXX), Melco (CSD), Singer
(EXP), Viking
D1 (SHV),
Viking/PfaffViking/Pfaff (VIP),
(VP3)
Image
Files
JPG, BMP, Supported:
PCT, TGA, TIF, GIF, PCX,
PNG
Vector
Artwork
WMF, EMF,
Supported:
AI, SVG

Recommended
Requirements: System
• Genuine
Intel Pentium
IV, 2GHz
PC
(or higher) computer
CD-ROM with a
drive
• 17” or
21”
1024x768 monitor with
resolution video
with 16-bit
color display
• 1 gigabyte (or higher)
• Microsoft® of RAM
Windows
8, or 10
operating ® 7,
• Minimum
system
hard disk 1 gigabyte
• Mouse space available

RNK Distributi
ng
Phone:
(865) 549-5115
Toll Free:
(877) 331-0034
www.RNKDistributi
ng.com

Fusion

Gives YOU

NEW from

Floriani

Software

FLORIANI FUSIO
N

the Power

to Build

Your Own

Creative

Crafting

Software!

These are

just some
of
Lettering empower you the features
to get crafting:that will
• Design
Vector

Editing
Art Tool
• Stabilize- • Open/Sav
Color
e SVG
N-Go •
Play •
Files
Font Play
Auto Digitizing
• AND
MORE!

B

THREE quiltin
g programs in
one!

Total Quilter

Requires Floriani Total Control U or
Floriani Fusion Software to work!

Requires Floriani
Total
Floriani Fusion Softw Control U or
are to work!

WARE

Specialty Features
• Font Creator

Appli-Quilt

Load Appli-Quilt
Blocks into the
using creative
software and decora
moti
own Appli-Quilt fs and decorative stippling! CREAT te
Blocks using the
E Your
block creation
tool provided.

ADD-ON SOFT

Floriani Files
(WAF), Baby
Lock/Brother/
Bernina (PES),
Elna/Janome/Kenm
ore
(SEW), Elna (EMD)
, Janome/
Elna (JEF), Viking
/Husqvarna
(HUS), Pfaff (PCS)
, Tajima
(DST), Singer
/Poem (CSD)
,
Singer (XXX),
Melco (EXP),
Viking D1 (SHV)
, Viking/Pfaff
(VIP), Viking
Open Design
/Pfaff Formats:
(VP3)

• Font Mapping
• Export Fonts to be used
embroidery
the software into
with Floriani FTC-U
ine! Designed
drawings within
you to convert
to run on Wind
Embroidery Mach
Standard
ows®
am that allows
be used with any
progrFeatures
8 and10 Opera
The
• Multi-Page Workspace
ting systems.
new software can on-screen.
amazingTabs
This
• Open! and
Merge Designs
ﬂy and
stitches
the
on
ns
RNK
desig
• Simulated Slow
Distributing
tch
Redraw
ﬁc sti
e speci
Creat
• Save
DS-AO-FTQ
to Standard Home
tches instantly
sti
Phon
into
e:
ed
(865)
549-5115
Embroidery Formats
Create Your Own Personal Fonts For
Creations get turn

Creation and Editing Features
• Font Creator

DS-AO-FLM

one!

IANI FUSION

Features

Lettering and Fonts
• 75+ Standard Fonts
• 15+ Monogram Fonts
• Single-line Lettering
• Multi-line Lettering
• Circle Lettering
• Monogram Lettering
• Envelope Lettering
• Create Custom Keyboard Fonts

RNK Distributing
Phone: (865) 549-5115
Toll Free: (877) 331-0034
www.RNKDistributing.com

g programs in

FLORIANI LETTERING MASTER- FTC-U

RNK Distributing
5
Phone: (865) 549-511 4
331-003
Toll Free: (877)
uting.com
www.RNKDistrib

RNK Distributing
Phone: (865) 549-5115
Toll Free: (877) 331-0034
www.RNKDistributing.com

Fusion Gives YOU the Power to Build Your Own Creative Crafting Software!

Includes
by Block
to get you started a variety of in-the-hoop sample on your
designing your
own quilt creati block designs
on!

rted:

WAR E

DS-AO-FSS

Floriani

Recommended System
Requirements:
• Genuine Intel Pentium
IV, 2GHz PC computer
(or higher) with a
CD-ROM drive
• 17” or 21” monitor with
1024x768 video
resolution with 16-bit
color display (or higher)
• 1 gigabyte of RAM
• Microsoft® Windows ® 7,
8, or 10 operating system
• Minimum 1 gigabyte
hard disk space available
• Mouse

B

Formats Suppo

N ADD-ON SOFT

on imported images design page
• Image fading
to
background color
• Apply diﬀerent
Requires

Total
s
Editing Feature
y, and stitch lengths
Control U or
• Edit density, underla
xit points
Floriani Fusion
• Optimize entry/e
sequence
• Optimize sewing
BIT
Software
end points
Requires ato64work!
• Modify start and
atible
shape
processor. Comp
• Modify objects
8, 8.1, 10
ndo
with Windows®
• Unlimited redo/u
objects
• Resize and rotate
• Alignment tools

Formats Supported
Include:
Floriani Files (WAF), Baby
Lock/Brother/Bernina
(PES), Elna/Janome/
Kenmore (SEW), Elna
(EMD), Jamone/Elna (JEF),
Viking/Husqvarna (HUS),
Pfaff (PCS), Tajima (DST),
Singer/Poem (CSD), Singer
(XXX), Melco (EXP), Viking
D1 (SHV), Viking/Pfaff (VIP),
Viking/Pfaff (VP3)

Image Files Supported:
JPG, BMP, TIF, GIF, PCX,
PCT, TGA, PNG

Vector Artwork Supported:
WMF, EMF, AI, SVG

Q G!
Without DIGITIZIN
• Exportery
Get Organized
Artwork
by laying your
Create Embroid
Quilt out Block
computer!

s
Standard Feature
ace tabs
• Multi-page worksp
designs
Recommended System Requirements
• Open and merge
:
thread palettes
• Multiple brand
• Genuine Intel Pentium IV, 2Ghz
• Zoom and Pan
PC computer (or higher) with a
• Auto save
size
hoop
a
to
design
CD-ROM drive
• Fit
as an image
• 17”
or 21” monitor with 1024x768
formats
• Export design
dery
embroi
d home
video resolution with 16-bit color
• Save to standar

For more details on the
extensive features and tools
of the Floriani Fusion and its future
add ons, please visit
https://rnk-floriani.com/products/
Floriani-Software/Fusion

Requires Florian
i
Floriani Fusion Total Control U or
Software to wo
rk!

FLORIANI FUSION

THREE quiltin

Master a variety
of
functionality that Quilting techniques with the
ease of
My Decorative
heirloom treasu
Quilter gives you
res.
to create

by

display (or higher)
• 1design
gigabyte
page of RAM
View Features
background•toMicrosoft
® Windows® 8, 10
• Apply fabric texture tches
of sti
operating system
• 3D realistic view
ce view
• 64 bit operating system
• Design sequen
redraw
• Minimum 1 gigabyte hard disk
• Virtual design
es
drive
guidelin
space
&
available
• Grid lines
• Mouse
• Ruler

s

- FTC-U OR FLOR

Contr
Floriani Fusion
!
Software to work

FL-FUSION

• Minimum of
1 gigabyte hard
disk drive

FLOR IANI FUSIO

 Run
 Run Bean
Border
 Shape Satin

View Features
• Slow Redraw
• Ruler
• Zoom Tool
• 3D View
• Import Artwork
• Load Backdrop Image
• Grid View
• Hoop View

space availab
le
• Mouse and
Keyboard

CH - FTC-U OR

s
draw lines
instantly as you
Specialty Feature
turned into stitches
• Creations get
in the software
e sensitive brush
• Includes pressur
draw with them:
to stitches as you
• Brushes that turn
 Calligraphy
 Applique
Requires
Satin
 Tapered Ends
ve
Floriani Total
 Pressure Sensiti
 Steil Satin
ol U or

Layout Tools
• Fling Repeat Tool
• Corners Repeat Tool
• Templates Tool
• Circle Template Tool
• Repeat Tool

Editing Features
• Distribute Tools
• Cut
• Copy
• Paste
• Undo
• Redo
• Flip Object Horizontally
• Flip Object Vertically
• Rotate Left
• Rotate Right
• Group/Ungroup
• Combine/Break Apart
• Shape Edit
• Stitch Edit
• Close Shape

Wizard

FLORIANI FUSION

• Auto Lock Tool
• Auto Lock Tool
• Redwork Tool
• Auto Baste Tool

SKETCH-A-STIT

Pentium IV, 2Ghz
• Genuine Intel higher) with a
PC computer (or
CD-ROM drive or with 1024x768
• 17” or 21” monitwith 16-bit color
video resolution )
higher
(or
display
RAM
• 1 gigabyte of
ws® 8, 10
• Microsoft® Windo
operating systemsystem
ng
• 64 bit operati
gigabyte hard disk
• Minimum 1
le
availab
space
drive
• Mouse
rted Include:
Formats Suppo
(WAF), Baby Lock/
• Floriani Files (PES), Elna/
Brother/Bernia (SEW), Elna
Janome/Kenmore (JEF), Viking /
(EMD), Janome/Elna
Pfaﬀ (PCS),
Husqvarna (HUS), /Poem (CSD),
Tajima (DST), Singer (EXP), Viking
Singer (XXX), Melco
/Pfaﬀ (VIP),
D1 (SHV), Viking
Viking /Pfaﬀ (VP3)

Creation Tools
• Artwork Tools
• 70 fonts
• Convert Art and Stitches to Run,
Motif, Steil Satin, Satin, Fill,
Artwork, Appliqué, Wave Fill,
Motif Fill

Specialty Features
• Auto Digitizing Wizard
• Stabilize-N-Go
• Design Splitting
• Font Play
• Color Play
• Auto Lock Tool
• Redwork Tool

Automated Tools
• Auto Digitizing

Quilting Continue

Total Quilter

BRAND NEW from Floriani Software

Creation
Tools
• Artwork
Tools
• 70 fonts
• Convert
Art and Stitches
Motif, Steil
Satin, Satin, to Run,
Artwork, Appliqué,
Fill,
Wave Fill,
Motif Fill

Specialty
Features
• Auto Digitizing
• Stabilize-N-Go Wizard

• Design Splitting
• Font Play
• Color Play
• Auto Lock
Tool
• Redwork
Tool

Automated
Tools
• Auto Digitizing
Wizard
• Auto Lock
Tool
• Auto Lock
Tool
• Redwork
Tool
• Auto Baste
Tool
View Features
• Slow Redraw
• Ruler
• Zoom Tool
• 3D View
• Import Artwork
• Load Backdrop
Image
• Grid View
• Hoop View

My Decorative

FLORIANI FUSION

BRAND NEW

Quilter®

Master a variety
FLORIAN
of I FUSION ng techni
Decorative Quilter Quilti
ques
gives you to create with the ease of functionality
that My
heirloom treasu
res.

Layout Tools
• Fling Repeat
Tool
• Corners
Repeat Tool
• Templates
Tool
• Circle Template
Tool
• Repeat Tool
Editing Features

• Distribute
Tools
• Cut
• Copy
• Paste
• Undo
• Redo
• Flip Object
Horizontally
• Flip Object
Vertically
• Rotate Left
• Rotate Right
• Group/Ungroup
• Combine/Break
Apart
• Shape Edit
• Stitch Edit
• Close Shape

Formats
Supported
Include:
Floriani Files
(WAF), Baby
Lock/Brother/Bernina

(PES), Elna/Janome/
Kenmore
(SEW), Elna
(EMD), Jamone/Elna
Viking/Husqvarna (JEF),
(HUS),
Pfaff (PCS),
Tajima (DST),
Singer/Poem
(XXX), Melco (CSD), Singer
(EXP), Viking
D1 (SHV),
Viking/Pfaff
Viking/Pfaff
(VIP),
(VP3)

Recommended
Requirements: System
• Genuine
Intel
IV, 2GHz PC Pentium
computer
(or higher)
with a
CD-ROM
drive
• 17” or 21”
monitor with
1024x768
video
resolution
with
color display 16-bit
• 1 gigabyte (or higher)
• Microsoft® of RAM
Windows
8, or 10 operating ® 7,
system
• Minimum
1 gigabyte
hard disk
space available
• Mouse

Q

FL-FUSION

B

Image Files
Supported:
JPG, BMP,
TIF, GIF, PCX,
PCT, TGA,
PNG

Vector Artwork
Supported:
WMF, EMF,
AI, SVG

FLORIANI FUSION

Recommended

ts:
System Requiremen

or
i Total Control U
Requires FlorianSoftware to work!
Floriani Fusion

TOTAL QUILTER

The Fusion will also
have the ability to incorporate
features from add-on’s for Total Quilter,
Lettering Master and
Sketch A Stitch.

Pentium IV,
2Ghz PC compu
ter (or higher) FLORIANI FUSION
with a CD-RO
M drive
• 17” or 21” monito
r with
1024x768 video
resolution
with 16-bit color
display (or
higher)

FLORIANI FUSION

The Evolution of

Recommend
ed System
Requiremen
ts:
• Genuine Intel

Fusion Gives

YOU the

Power to

from Floriani

Build Your

Software

Own Creative

Crafting

Software!

Quilt Builder
These are

just some
of the features
empower

that will
you to get
Lettering
crafting:
•
Vector Art Design Editing •
Open/Save
Tool • Stabilize-N-G
SVG Files
Color Play
• Font Play o • Auto Digitizing
• AND MORE!

Get Organized
by laying your
Quilt
of in-the-hoop
sample block designout Block by Block on your
computer! Includ
s to get you started
es a variety
designing your
own quilt creati
on!
RNK Distributi
Phone: (865) ng
549-5115
Toll Free:
(877) 331-0034
www.RNKDistributi
ng.com

Appli-Quilt

Load Appli-Quilt

Blocks

into the soft
stippling! CREAT
Any Lettering Project!
E Your own Appli-Q ware and decorate using
uilt Blocks using

Taking you from

Includes
90+ Pre-Installed
Fonts!

creative motifs
and decora
the block creati
on tool provided. tive

concept to crea

tion

Create your own
font from TRUE TYPE®
fonts!

Exclusive Features:
• Font Creator – the ability to create
embroidery keyboard fonts from TRUE
TYPE® fonts.
• Ability to edit fonts created in the soft
ware.

As a special introductory offer, anyone who buys and registers a copy of Floriani Fusion
before the end of 2019 will be sent a FREE copy of a new Training Workshop DVD on the
Fusion software, compliments of Floriani software expert Trevor Conquergood.

This $1800.00 software package, is introduced at
only $999.99 to consumers making it very attractive to consumers,
and very exciting for dealers looking for that added value to
bundle with machines.

The Floriani Fusion is the perfect start to help crafters discover
how software can boost their creativity.
BRAND NEW from Floriani Software

FLORIANI FUSION
Giving YOU the Power to Build Your
Own Creative Crafting Software!

RNK Distributing
Phone: 865-549-5115
Fax: 865-549-5116
Toll Free: 877-331-0034
www.RNKDistributing.com
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FOR MEMBERS ONLY

Is your student planning to pursue a bachelor’s
degree? Let your
financially assist with a chance of a lifetime.

Complete the scholarship application online at
www.vdta.com/BESFapplication.pdf
Obtain a dealer reference letter.
Get a certified copy of your school transcript
Write an essay about career objectives.
Write an essay about extra-curriculars.
Gather 3 letters of reference

Deadline October 1, 2019
For information call 800-367-5651 or go to
www.vdta.com/besf.html

2019 VDTA/Epstein Scholarship Application - Deadline: October 1, 2018
2020
VDTA/Epstein Scholarship Application - Deadline: October 1, 2019
The VDTA/Epstein Scholarship is available through the VDTA•SDTA and is for VDTA•SDTA dealer members, their dependents
(including grandchildren), employees, and employee dependents. Dealer member must be current and in good standing with
their VDTA•SDTA
VDTA•SDTA membership in order for the student to apply for, receive, and continue to receive scholarship payments.

All info must be complete and you must provide the additional documents required. Completion of this application is for scholarship consideration only.

1. Personal Information
Last Name_________________________________________First _________________________________Middle Init.______
Permanent Address __________________________________________________________Zip ________________________
City __________________________________________State __________Phone Number______________________________
E-mail_______________________________________________Date of Birth ______/_______/_____ Sex:

Male

Female

2. Parent/Guardian Information
Name __________________________________________________ Phone Number __________________________________
Name _________________________________________________ Phone Number __________________________________
Address _______________________________________________________________________________________________
Email ______________________________________________________________
3. Referred by VDTA•SDTA Dealer Member
Name ___________________________________ Company Name ________________________________________________
Relationship of applicant to dealer _______________________________________ Phone______________________________
Address ___________________________________________City, State _________________________ Zip ________________
4. VDTA•SDTA Dealer Letter
VDTA•SDTA Dealer Member: Write a letter stating why this applicant should be considered for the VDTA/Epstein Scholarship.
5. School Information
School Name _______________________________________________ School Phone ______________________________
School Address _________________________________________________________________________________________
Recommended by Teacher's Name _______________________________ Contact info_________________________________
School Counselor's Name:_______________________________________________
Year in school as of Jan. 2019

High School Senior

must be at least H.S. Senior

College Freshman

Cumulative GPA __________________

must be minimum of 2.5 on 4.0 scale

College Sophomore

College Junior

2020
6. Submit Most Current Certiﬁed School Transcripts with this Application.

7. Write an essay (100 word minimum) on a separate document addressing: a) any awards of honors you’ve received and
b) your educational objectives and how they will relate to your planned future career.
8. Write an essay (100-word minimum) on a separate document addressing: extra-curriculars in which you have been involved
that demonstrate 1 or more of the following: a) Love of Sports b) Community involvement 3. Humanitarianism 4. Leadership ability
9. Additional Letters of Reference. Obtain letters of reference from at least three (3) individuals (not related to applicant), attesting
to your activities which demonstrate one or more of the attributes listed above in ITEM 8. This could be from school counselors,
teachers, church leaders, other business owners, coaches, etc. Letters must be signed by the person who wrote it.
10. Terms of Scholarship: Scholarship recipient must be enrolled for at least 12 credit hours and maintain at least 12 credit
hours each year to be and remain eligible for current and future scholarship money. Scholarship money is paid only as long as
the recipient is an undergraduate student. Money is awarded in $2,500 increments per school year with a maximum paid of the
current scholarship amount.
11. Other information: Scholarship is funded by industry donations. It is expected that the

Checklist:

recipient of the Scholarship will accept the award in person at the VDTA•SDTA Convention.
Recipient’s travel, lodging and meal expenses will be provided. Not every student will receive
the entire amount of the scholarship: total scholarship dollars are determined by the student's
year in school at the time of the award. Financial need will not be used in determination.

My application is for: Academic year 2019/2020. I declare that to my knowledge,
the statements and information given in this application and any supporting
documentation submitted are true and accurate.

2020/2021

Applicant’s signature:___________________________________________________
Date: ______________________________________

Complete this application
Acquire Dealer Reference Letter
Acquire Certiﬁed School Transcript
Write essay about career objectives
Write essay about extra-curriculars
Acquire 3 letters of reference
(in addition to Dealer Letter)
Make sure letters of ref. are signed
Sign this application

Mail application & required documents postmarked by October 1, 2018
to: VDTA/Epstein Scholarship, 2724 2nd Ave., Des Moines, IA 50313 • Phone: 800-367-5651
2019
SDTA NEWS September 2019 | SQE Retailer™
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Being Seduced Into Fitting In
By: John Tschohl

S

ince the day you were born, you have been
seduced, scammed, and brainwashed into
fitting in, following the rules, and giving a
day’s work for a day’s pay. From the crib to the
playground to the college campus to the job site, the
educated, hardworking masses are still doing what
they’re told. Are you one of them?
In my book Moving Up, I said, “I’m tired of watching
life pass by the millions of talented employees and
future business owners who – for whatever reason –
don’t connect their passion with their success. Life
happens to all of
us and it can be
overwhelming and
depressing and
make our dreams
Belief
and aspirations
seem small…
don’t you believe
it for a second.”
I constantly
remind readers
that it’s about
Dedication
your life, it’s
about succeeding
in whatever you
choose to do. It
can be anything
you can dream of. It’s about taking chances, being
proactive and ready. Great things are not going to
happen for you unless you believe it.
You have the power to choose your experience. It’s
all up to you, and it’s your choice if you are first,
second, or third place. It’s also up to you to even
get in the game. You need to accept that power as a
responsibility. Take 100% responsibility for the life you
live.
Choose to be awesome. How many people in your
life have set the bar high? Have set an example
for you? Why not be the one that sets the example
for others. If you are looking for the magic bullet to
improve your life, your career, and your relationships,
you gotta do what it takes. To achieve your goals, you
need to gravitate toward successful people with a
positive attitude. When the mentors, co-workers, and

22

friends you associate with have a positive attitude, it
rubs off on you. It makes you want to work harder, to
become as successful as they are.

“I’m a great believer in luck, and I find
the harder I work the more I have of it”
~Thomas Jefferson
Nothing just happens. Innovative, risktaking people make things happen! Every great
accomplishment either in business or in life came as
a result of someone making a decision and executing
what they wanted.
You are a “Brand.”
Write down all your
positive attributes. Ask
parents, ask siblings,
ask friends what they
Focus
like most about… you.
That’s you, that’s
“Brand You.” Now, just
act like it and dress like
it. Be confident and
Skill
behave as if you are a
savvy person. That
doesn’t mean you need
to be a phony or just
fit in; instead, behave in a way that leads to success.
The cornerstone of success is comprised of four
simple principles:
BELIEF – Believing in yourself is all about being
sure that you are going to do what you want,
even if others stand against you. Remember, it’s
your goal, not your brother’s, not your best friend’s,
not your parent’s. Don’t waste time focusing on what
others think. It’s what you believe, so take control
and use positive thinking daily and watch yourself
becoming more successful. Usually, when you decide
to take a big challenge or to do something that
people failed to do, you will find that everyone will
not support your vision. But, don’t take it personally.
You waste energy when you focus on what others
think about you.

SDTA NEWS September 2019 | SQE Retailer™

DEDICATION – It’s part of your make-up.
It’s part of the way you do things. Remember that all
successful people have been dedicated to what they
are doing. So should you. Write it down and look at it
every day.
FOCUS – It’s a focal point that you aim for.
For example, the object in target shooting is to aim
for the center. The same standard applies for success.
Successful people call these centers their goals.
SKILL – It’s the right combination of skill sets
in order to be great. In order to be successful in
whatever you have chosen as your path to make a
difference in the world, you have to master the skills
necessary to stay on top.

“There is an opportunity available to
you, a chance to significantly change
your life for the better” ~John Tschohl

About the Author: John
Tschohl is a professional
speaker, trainer, and consultant.
He is the President and founder
of Service Quality Institute
(the global leader in customer
service) with operations in over
40 countries. John has written
several books on customer
service including Moving Up, A
step-by-step Guide to Creating
Your Success and has available the 13th edition of
AETCS. Both books are available on Amazon. John is
a self-made millionaire traveling and speaking more
than 50 times each year. He is considered to be
one of the foremost authorities on service strategy,
success, empowerment and customer service in
the world. John’s monthly strategic newsletter
is available online at no charge. He can also be
reached on Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter.

INTRODUCING THE NEW

TABLE & FLOOR SERIES
•

New DIMMABLE Feature!

•

New & Improved aluminium shade emits a 50% brighter light!

•

Aluminium shade with full length diffuser for better diffusion & shadow control.

•

Table clamp has been re-designed to be even less obtrusive,
& comes in a beautiful brushed steel finish for a sleek look & feel.

www.daylightcompany.com
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Embroidery

Made Easy
BABY LOCK UNVEILS

NE W M AC H INE S • NE W TE C H NO L OGY

Photo

Mode

Easy Mode

Advanced Mode

Baby Lock has introduced four new
embroidery machines, along with
new technology, all designed to
make embroidery easier than ever.
The all-new IQ Intuition™ Positioning
App allows sewers to take a photo
of their fabric or project with their
phone in a special hoop and transfer
it wirelessly to the machine. The
hooped image will appear on the

large 10.1" LCD screen, where
sewers can position that design
exactly where they want.
“IQ Intuition Positioning represents
the next big step in our neverending effort to make creating
easier,” said Director of Baby Lock
Brand Marketing Susanne Voss.
“There’s no more guessing where
the needle will drop or a design
will go.”
IQ Intuition Positioning is available
on both the Altair sewing and
embroidery machine and Meridian
embroidery machine. The app
works for both iOS and Android
devices, and a free download
is required.
The Altair sewing and embroidery
machine includes IQ Intuition

Positioning technology, IQ
Designer, Color Visualizer, a
9-1/2"x 14" Embroidery Field,
10.1" LCD Touchscreen, 494
embroidery designs and 771
stitches. The Meridian is an
embroidery-only machine with IQ
Intuition Positioning technology,
IQ Designer, Color Visualizer, a
9-1/2"x14" embroidery field,
10.1" LCD touchscreen and
494 embroidery designs.

“Altair and Meridian are prime
examples of our ‘embroidery
made easy’ focus,” Voss said.
“With a wealth of stitches,
designs and other consumerrequested features, we wanted
to make sure sewers could sit
down and get stitching faster
than ever.” Voss said.

Color Visualizer

CO LO R V I SUA L I ZE R

9-1/2"x14" Embroidery Field

IQ Designer

10.1" LCD Touchscreen

494 Built-in Designs

Baby Lock’s

New Fall Lineup

Two other machines round out Baby Lock’s new fall lineup: Aerial and Pathfinder. Aerial is a sewing
and embroidery machine that comes complete with a NeverMiss™ automatic needle threader,
an 8"x12" embroidery field, LCD touchscreen, 262 built-in designs and 757 built-in stitches. The
Pathfinder embroidery machine features the NeverMiss™ automatic needle threader, an 8"x12"
embroidery field, LCD touchscreen, 263 built-in designs and a Sensor Pen that tells the machine
exactly where the needle and stitches should be positioned.
“We’re proud of these machines and I know consumers will love them too,” Voss said.

Solaris

Upgrade
Baby Lock is also continuing to
support its Solaris sewing and
embroidery machine with a
new upgrade that includes
IQ Intuition Monitoring, a
10-5/8" x 10-5/8" hoop, dozens
of new embroidery shapes,
designs, fills and stitches.
IQ Intuition Monitoring allows
sewers to keep track of their
project’s progress with this handy
feature that alerts your phone
when stitching is done or
a thread color change is needed.
“IQ Intuition Monitoring is an
impressive and convenient
feature,” Voss said. “Sewers
no longer have to guess when
Solaris is done embroidering.”
The upgrade also features a large
10-5/8" x 10-5/8" hoop, ideal
for the quilter who likes to use
even the largest designs possible.
Those large quilt projects are
made even easier with enhanced
auto-split quilt sashing with five
designs for unmatched precision.
Solaris’ auto-split capabilities
are upgraded to 118" x 118" and
five new designs to round out the
creative possibilities.
The Solaris Upgrade also
includes six new decorative

Solars Upgrade

embroidery fills, a new
light stitch decorative fill, a
couching embroidery foot with
40 couching designs, digital dual
feed couching sole and guide,
75 new decorative embroidery
designs, a hand-sewn stitch
effect, auto presser foot down in
embroidery, a favorites option
in Color Visualizer and advanced
editing of embroidery letters.
“Baby Lock believes in the
possibilities Solaris has to
offer and we want to continue
expanding them. This upgrade is
the next step in that direction,”
Voss said.

IQ Intuition Monitoring

Auto-Split Quilt Sashing

New Designs

For full details and
specifications for each
machine, visit babylock.com.
To find out how to become
a Baby Lock retailer, call
800.349.3000.
10-5/8" x 10-5/8" Hoop

VIEWPOINT

Loyalty Programs – How to Win
Customers and Keep Them for Life

By: Patricia Lotich, Thriving Small Business

C

oupons, loyalty programs,
and customer incentives
seem to be in most
establishments these days.

I have to admit, I love coupons but
I also love reward programs that
utilize my phone number to track
visits and rewards.
I’m a pretty loyal consumer so
branching out and trying new
things is not typically my style. If
I use a brand that has worked for
me, I keep using it until it no longer
meets my needs.
My husband, on the other hand,
will try new brands just to change
things up a bit. My response is if
it’s working, why would you take
the risk of trying something and
not liking it? His response is how
do you know until you try?
Businesses who use these coupons
to market their products or services
have a customer strategy to attract
new customers and hopefully, keep
them for life.
Resistance
I’ve read some of the resistance
from some businesses who claim
that these discount coupons are
taking business from them and
forcing them to drastically cut
prices to compete with those who
use them.
Another complaint I’ve heard is
that the consumer visits for the one
time with the coupon and then they
never see them again.
To that I say, “What are you doing
to keep them once they get to your
business?”
I find it interesting that some
business owners fail to see the
opportunity here and don’t take
advantage of this great way to
grow a customer base.
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8 Ways to Retain Coupon
Clipping Customers
1. Create a Great Experience
Most of us have become
accustomed to mediocre service.
However, those establishments that
offer an extraordinary customer
experience are set apart from the
rest.
If you know you will have new
customers coming to your business,
prepare for them and create an
experience they won’t forget.
2. Provide a Clean Facility
Whenever I’m new to a business,
I tend to assess them on the
cleanliness of the facility.
If the front door has fingerprints
and the restroom has debris laying
on the floor, it sends a message to
me that cleanliness is not a priority.
However, when I see employees
cleaning and picking up trash, I
know it is a priority. And that sends
me a message that they care about
their customers.
3. Be Stocked and Prepared
If you know you sold 563 coupons,
or have emailed customers about a
limited time offer – be prepared for
the influx in customers. Make sure
supplies are ample to handle an
increased number of customers.
4. Refresh Customer Service
Training Skills
A coupon campaign is a great time
to review your customer service
standards with employees to make
sure they are delivering service to
your customers in a standardized
way.
Get them excited about the influx
(instead of dreading it) by providing
some incentives for the increased
traffic to the business.

5. Mingle with the Newbies
I love when I see a manager
walking around a restaurant,
store, or other business who stops
and asks how things are going. It
communicates to me that they care
about my experience and want to
make sure all goes well.
6. Offer an Incentive to Return
There are all kinds of promotional
programs out there and the good
ones are successful at retaining
customers. Point programs or
incentive programs without great
service won’t buy customer loyalty.
7. Show Your Gratitude
A simple thank you to customers
as they walk out the door sends a
message that their patronage was
noticed and valued.
I love when walking out of places,
the employees hold the door
open and thank me for coming
in. It simply makes me feel like
the business was grateful for my
patronage.
8. Solicit Feedback
I value feedback and like to
give it unless I feel it is done
distastefully. Create a structured
customer satisfaction process that
is sensitive to the customers while
still providing valuable feedback for
your product or service.
Launching a loyalty program or
coupon campaign is a great way to
get new customers in the door.
However, don’t be foolish enough
to think you will keep them without
ensuring your business is pulling
out all the stops to give them an
experience they won’t forget – and
make them want to come back!

Source:
ThrivingSmallBusiness.com
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2020 Hall of Fame

Floor Care: Independent Dealer
Floor Care: Mfg./Dist./Sply./Field Sales

Sewing: Independent Dealer
Sewing: Mfg./Dist./Sply./Field Sales

(Please check only one category)
Completion of this application is to be done by the nominator only.
Nominees are not guaranteed to be inducted. It is encouraged and allowed to re-apply.
Submit high-res color photograph of nominee if available.

CRITERIA FOR HALL OF FAME

INDUSTRY NEWS

DEADLINE: OCTOBER 1, 2019

1. Nominee must be a current member of VDTA•SDTA if in business or a past member if retired or deceased.
2. Nominee must have a minimum of 20 years in the industry.
3. Nominee must have made considerable contributions to the industry.
4.	Nominee must have been involved with the association in ways to help others in the industry, ie: taught
classes at the shows, association member, helping others with marketing ideas and customer service ideas, etc.
5. Nominee must have been involved within his or her community.
6.	Nominee must have made a difference in someone’s life associated with the industry and/or their community.
7.	Nominee must have worked toward maintaining a positive public image of the independent vacuum and
sewing dealer.
8. Include letters from at least three (3) people attesting to nominee’s qualifications for induction.
		 Letters can be from community leaders, other dealers, manufacturers and their representatives, etc.

1. Nominee’s Last Name:___________________________First Name:____________ Middle Ini.______
2. Company:__________________________________________________________________________
3. Address:___________________________________________________________________________
4. Phone:___________________________________E-mail:_____________________________________
5. Date of Birth:_____________________________Date of Death (if applicable):___________________
6. Place of Birth:_______________________________________________________________________
7. Nominee’s local/hometown newspaper:__________________________________________________
Address:___________________________________________________________________________
City, State, Zip:______________________________________________________________________
8. Nominator’s Name:___________________________________________________________________
Company Name:_____________________________________________________________________
Address:___________________________________________________________________________
City, State, Zip:______________________________________________________________________
Phone:___________________________________E-mail:_____________________________________
Relation to nominee (if any):___________________________________________________________
9.	Nominator: Write on a separate piece of paper or Word document in 100 words or less why you
believe this individual should be considered for the 2020 Hall of Fame.
10.	Nominator: Write on a separate piece of paper or Word document in 100 words or less a brief
biography of the nominee including a list of accomplishments, awards, titles (“pioneer,” “teacher”) etc.

Send all required documentation postmarked by October 1, 2019 to:
VDTA•SDTA Hall of Fame Selection Committee, 2724 2nd Ave., Des Moines, IA 50313
Call 800-367-5651 with any questions.
SDTA NEWS September 2019 | SQE Retailer™
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Retailers Urge Congress
to Approve USMCA

he National Retail Federation urged
Congress to take action after its annual
August recess to approve the U.S.-MexicoCanada Agreement (USMCA), which would
modernize trade between the three countries and
replace the landmark North American Free Trade
Agreement.
“This agreement provides significant updates
to the North American Free Trade Agreement,
which has benefitted U.S. retailers, workers, and
consumers for the past two decades,” NRF Senior
Vice President for Government Relations David
French said in a letter sent to Congress. “Ratifying
USMCA is key to ensuring continued growth in the
North American market.”
Since NAFTA took effect 25 years ago, e-commerce
has changed how businesses operate and how
consumers purchase goods, but the agreement
still lacks provisions relating to digital trade. By
ratifying the USMCA, Congress will “help ensure
that the new agreement reflects today’s global
economy,” French said. “We are encouraged by
some of the new and updated provisions in USMCA
relating to digital trade, cross-border data flows,
and customs and trade facilitation.”
In addition to the letter sent to Congress, NRF
President and CEO Matthew Shay spoke at a
U.S. Chamber of Commerce press conference
alongside leaders from a wide range of industry
groups to urge Congress to approve USMCA and
provide certainty for businesses and consumers.
About the Organization: The National Retail
Federation, the world’s largest retail trade association,
passionately advocates for the people, brands, policies,
and ideas that help retail thrive. From its headquarters
in Washington, D.C., NRF empowers the industry that
powers the economy. Retail is the nation’s largest
private-sector employer, contributing $2.6 trillion to
annual GDP and supporting one in four U.S. jobs — 42
million working Americans. For over a century, NRF
has been a voice for every retailer and every retail job,
educating, inspiring, and communicating the powerful
impact retail has on local communities and global
economies.

Source: NRF

Did You Know?
What is the USMCA?
The North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA) was a treaty entered into by the United
States, Canada, and Mexico that went into effect
on January 1, 1994, forming the largest free
market in the world. At that time, the combined
economies of the U.S., Canada, and Mexico
accounted for $6 trillion. NAFTA was created to
remove certain tariff barriers, protect intellectual
property rights, and reduce
investment restrictions.
In principle, the United States-Mexico-Canada
Agreement (USMCA) will function like NAFTA 2.0,
with some revisions. The USMCA deal has already
been signed by Trump, Trudeau, and Mexico’s
former President Enrique Peña Nieto. However,
all three governments must ratify it for the deal
to pass. Mexico has already ratified the USMCA,
while ratification by the U.S. and Canadian
governments is still in progress. The most significant changes from NAFTA to USMCA include:
Country of origin rules: Automobiles must
have 75% of their components manufactured in
Mexico, the US, or Canada to qualify for zero
tariffs (up from 62.5% under NAFTA).
Labor provisions: By 2023, 40–45% of
automobile parts must be made by workers
who earn a minimum of $16/hour.
Intellectual property and digital trade:
Terms of copyright are extended up to 70 years
beyond the life of the author (up from 50). Also
extended is the period that a pharmaceutical
drug can be protected from generic competition.
Other new provisions related to the digital
economy are addressed, such as prohibiting
duties on things like music and e-books.
Greater access to the Canadian
dairy market.
Sunset clause: The terms of the agreement
expire after 16 years, while also being subject to
a review every six years, at which point the US,
Mexico, and Canada can decide to extend the
USMCA.

Source: Vox
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Managing Your Problem Solvers

A
better.

s you look around your organization, do
you have people who are problem solvers?
They enjoy looking at something that isn’t
right and figuring out a way to make it

Not everyone has the temperament for this kind
of work. Consider a knot or a tangled phone cord.
A lot of employees will tolerate the problem and not
do anything to fix it. Either they feel it’s not a good
use of their time or solving the problem produces
anxiety. And some may go for a quick fix that
doesn’t produce lasting change.

That may not be the case, as some employees
may prefer to spend their time on more engaging
tasks. You don’t want the highly motivated people
in the group to be pulled back by those who don’t
like problem solving but need to be on the solution
committee. So establish the urgency.
Have the Problem Solver Take the Next Step
Ideally, you want to solve a problem so that it
never happens again or happens rarely. Make
your problem solvers know you want a permanent
solution, because some may simply stop when the
immediate issue is addressed.

Problem solvers:
• Take the time to
untangle the mess.

Consider the tangled phone
cord. Its knots make it harder
to use the phone and can
increase the likelihood of the
phone getting dragged off a
desk and falling to the floor.
A problem solver may be happy
to untangle the phone cord
knots every time they becomes
an issue. This takes a lot of
repeated time for the same
task.

• They like bringing order
to chaos.
• They are irresistibly
engaged in improving
the situation and
don’t mind if it’s a dull
process.
It’s important to know
who your go-to people
are when a problem
needs solving. You want
and need their strengths.
As they may think differently compared to other
employees, consider these tips for maximizing their
talents:

In a perfect world, you want
the solution to go one step
further where these kinds of
knots become a thing of the
past. For the phone, the group may discover there
are devices that keep the cord from being tangled.
Investing in them can provide a permanent solution.

Create Boundaries
Make sure the search for a solution does not
become an endless quest. While enthusiasm is
great, it can produce unlimited discussion where
every inch of a white board is filled with ideas.

Final Thought
Problem solving is a valuable skill in a business,
and smart leaders tap into expertise. Support,
encourage, and provide guidance to the process.

So, clearly define the problem, the desired outcome,
and timelines for the process. While these may
change, you don’t want the situation to monopolize
time with no sunset date.

About the Author: Ken Okel
speaks to smart leaders and
associations who want to
unleash employee production,
performance, and profitability.
He introduces them to lessons
learned from his time in TV News,
Disaster Relief, and running a
Professional Ballet Company. He
wrote the book, Stuck on Yellow
and is the host of the 2 Minute
Takeaway Podcast. Ken’s weekly productivity tips
can be found at: www.KenOkel.com.

Establish Buy-In
Everyone needs to understand the importance
of finding a solution to the issue. Many problem
solvers already have that motivation and may
assume everyone else does too.

SDTA NEWS September 2019 | SQE Retailer™
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With
on
Shann
s
Fabric
By: Shannon Fabrics Staff

M

inky plush fabrics are quickly becoming a
reliable go-to option for all types of quilters,
manufacturers, and sewists. Why? Not only
is minky fabric available in virtually limitless
color options, but it’s also available in many different
textures and widths, as well as digitally printed. Pair
these features with its durability and wearability, and it’s
no surprise why minky has exploded in popularity.
But no matter if your customers are experienced sewists
who have worked with minky plush fabrics before or if
they’re trying this unique fabric for the first time, there
are a few things to keep in mind while sewing with
minky.
From cutting with the right tools to proper sewing
techniques, Shannon Fabrics has listed seven minky
fabric sewing tips your customers should keep in mind
as they tackle their next minky fabric sewing project.
1. Mark minky fabric before cutting
Minky fabric stretches because it’s a knit, which can
cause it to be a bit shifty when sewing and cutting.

First, lay your piece of minky fabric on a flat surface –
this can be done on the floor, dining room table, or a
cutting mat. Use a ballpoint pen or a permanent marker
to mark your cutting lines or curves on the back of the
fabric.
A Quilters Select ruler works well with minky, as the
back has a tacky surface that holds nicely in place. You
can also take a ruler you already own and spray Odif’s
Grippy Non-Slip Coating spray on the back for the same
effect.
2. Cut minky fabric with the right tool
Once your fabric is marked, it’s now time to cut. A rotary
cutter, scissors (recommended: Famore) or a craft knife
(recommended: OLFA) works well with minky fabric, but
it depends which type of minky fabric you’re working
with.
Regular minky fabric (Cuddle® 3 fabric or Cuddle®
dimple) works especially well with a rotary cutter – it’s
quick, easy, and minimizes the mess.
If you’re working with higher pile minky fabric, (Luxe
Cuddle® or Luxe Cuddle® Llama), a craft knife is a
better option. Hold a little pressure and drag the knife
along the marked line, and this will only cut the backing,
not the fibers underneath. If you use a rotary cutter
on thicker minky fabrics, you’ll cut off the fibers on the
edge and end up with a hard line.
If you’re planning on cutting shapes out of minky fabric,
scissors are your best option. Shoot for something with
shorter blades and a pointy tip for better accuracy. Cut a
small hole in the fabric backing, then slowly cut just the
backing until you’ve completed your shape.
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3. Get rid of the minky fabric mess before you sew
Different types of cuts will create different amounts of
mess (Shannon Fabrics endearingly calls this “Cuddle®
dust”), but if you’re cutting several pieces of fabric, it’s
important to get rid of the mess before you start sewing
with your pieces.
Take a wet washcloth and gather all your pieces, and
throw them in the dryer. Let them tumble around on low
or no heat for five to ten minutes, and all of the small
fibers will end up in your lint trap. Check the lint trap
every few minutes and when you stop accumulating
Cuddle® dust, take the cut pieces out of the dryer.
If you don’t have a dryer at home, you can use a small
handheld vacuum to vacuum off the strips. Then take
them outside for a good shake.
4. Use double pinning to keep minky fabric stable
Stretching can be a bit of an issue when sewing with
minky. Shannon Fabrics’ double pinning method is a
quick fix for most minky fabric projects, especially if
you’re making a larger throw or a strip quilt.
Start with a pin in the center of the edge you’re working
on, and work your way to the outside edges. All you
have to do is pinch the two pieces of fabric in place,
then pin it.
Once the first row of pins is in place, start pinning the
second row parallel to the first, with pins in alternating
positions. When you take the first row of pins out to sew,
the second row of pins will keep the fabric from sliding.
5. Lengthen your stitch and lower your pressure
Shannon Fabrics recommends a straight stitch with a
polyester thread when sewing with minky fabric, and the
most important thing to remember is to up your stitch.
What does this mean? Most patchwork quilters use
a 2- or 3-millimeter stitch length, but a stitch that
short isn’t advised for minky fabric. Start with a 3- or
3 ½-millimeter stitch length, and you can always up it
to 4 millimeters if needed and depending on how your
machine is handling the fabric.
Don’t forget to open up the presser foot pressure on
your machine if the fabric isn’t feeding through very well
— this might require you to pull out your owner’s manual
for instructions.

If you’re using a thicker
minky or batting, you
might want to try
upping the size of the
needle, but generally
speaking, the 90/14
works well.
7. Use a walking foot
A walking foot drops
down to hold the fabric,
but lifts up as you sew,
which feeds the fabric
through much more
smoothly and efficiently.
Next Steps
Not only is minky super soft, durable, and available in a
wide range of colors and patterns, but it can be used in
ways your customers might not expect.
Self-binding baby blankets and throw blankets are great
projects for beginners (and are perfect gifts, too), but
minky works well in a variety of other applications. Head
over to Shannonfabrics.com for a breakdown of nine
of their favorite sewing projects and uses for minky.
Shannon Fabrics has also compiled a collection of free
resources that include tips and tricks and a wide range
of free patterns. Download, print them out, and leave
them on the counter or in a display in your shop for
customers to grab and learn more!
About the Company: Shannon Fabrics, a wholesale fabric
supplier, is the premier destination for all types of plush
fabrics. The company offers Cuddle® (minky) plush fabric,
Luxe Cuddle®, Embrace® (100% cotton double gauze), Terry
Cloth, Faux Fur, Solid Silky Satin, and kits. In addition to a
licensing agreement with Hoffman California Fabrics, Robert
Kaufman, Premier Prints, Sweet Melody Designs and other
industry leaders, the company works with independent and
in-house designers to develop and create some of the best
fabric collections available in the industry. With its signature
“Cuddle®” collection, Shannon Fabrics, a family owned
business founded in 1995, has become a household name and
is always Making The World a Softer Place™.

For more
information, visit
shannonfabrics.com!

6. Use a 90/14 stretch needle
Shannon Fabrics recommends using a 90/14 stretch
needle (Recommended: Schmetz needles) when sewing
with minky.
Let’s explain. Minky fabric is a knit, so using a stretch
needle will help prevent making holes in the fabric and
helps prevent skipped stitches. The end is rounded and
not quite as sharp as a universal needle, and the scarf
(where the thread goes through) is larger, which allows
it to go through the fabric easier.
SDTA NEWS September 2019 | SQE Retailer™
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MEMBERSHIP - JOIN TODAY!

Visit vdta.com for more information.
VDTđDTA, 2724 2nd Ave. Des Moines, IA 50313
Call 800-367-5651 or f4ŏĆāĆġĂĉĂġąąĉăŏđŏ,,(5ŏ+*(%*!ŏ0ŏwww.vdta.com

Company Information
Name: _________________________________________ Title: _____________________________________
Company Name: ___________________________________________________________________________
Address: __________________________________________________________________________________
City: ____________________________ State/Province: _____________ Zip/Postal Code: ______________
Phone: _______________________________________ Fax: _______________________________________
E-mail: ___________________________________________________________________________________
Website: _________________________________________________________________________________
Number of stores? _________ Years in business: _________ Submit Copies of Business and Tax Certiﬁcate

Membership Category
Independent dealer enrollment:
Identiﬁed as any dealer whose principal business is
the sale of merchandise and services directly to the
consumer (end user).
International Independent Dealer: Identiﬁed as an
Independent dealer not located in the U.S. or Canada.
Miscellaneous Membership: Includes: Independent
consulting ﬁrms, advertising agencies and Independent
Sales reps.
Associate member: Identiﬁed as a wholesale
manufacturer/distributor/supplier. Businesses located
in the U.S. or International.

SEWING\QUILTING

FLOORCARE

Sewing Machines
Knitting Products
Quilting Machines
Longarm Machines
Embroidery Machines
Sewing Parts/Accessories
Notions
Fabrics-Fashion/Quilting
Sergers
Other:____________

If You Own 1 Store, Membership & Renewal
1 Year Membership ......................... $130
2 Year Membership ......................... $210

If you own 2 or more stores,
list all locations on separate
If You Own 2 or More Stores, Membership & Renewal paper to ensure all stores
receive info and mailings
1 Year Membership ......................... $150
2 Year Membership ....................... $230
đ Do you attend VDTđDTA conventions?
International Dealer Membership ............. $150 đ Do you have a repair department?
Miscellaneous Membership ........................ $150 đ Do you teach sewing or quilting
Sewing Educator Alliance Membership .... $60
lessons in your store?
Associate Membership................................ $725

Hand/Stick Vacuums
Central Vacuums
Stick/Broom Vacs
Water-based Vacs
Steam Cleaners
Janitorial Products
Stain Removers
Vacuum Parts/Accessories
Backpack Vacs
Upright Vacuums
Canister Vacuums
Air Fresheners
Air Puriﬁers
ers
Other:___________

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

Payment Information

All payments must be made in U.S. funds
Check

MasterCard

Visa

Amount: $_______________

Cardholder Name (Print):_____________________________________________________________________
Card #:________________________________ (CCV#_____________) Exp Date:_______________________

Signature:_________________________________________________________________________________
Is this a one time membership payment?

Autopay (next membership payment due in 12 months)
This a one time payment, thank you.
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Your Business,
Your Vision.
Make it happen now!

VDTA•SDTA 2020
The international marketplace for the floorcare & sewing industries
Location: Las Vegas Convention Center, 3150 Paradise Rd, Las Vegas, NV
When: February 16-18, 2020 with pre-show classes before

Things to Experience this Year!
Fantastic panels and roundtables
Hundreds of new products
Over 50 classes
Social events
Industry Cocktail Reception
Dealer Appreciation Social Hour
And MORE!

Show Hours:
Feb 16 11 AM - 5 PM
Feb 17 11 AM - 5 PM
Feb 18 9 AM - NOON

Accomodations:

Westgate Resort & Casino
Phone: 1-800-635-7711
Group Code: SVDT0R

VDTA∙SDTA • 2724 2nd Ave, Des Moines, IA • www.vdta-sdta.com • 800-367-5651 • mail@vdta.com

2020 VDTA•
VDTA•SDTA Show Registration
Las Vegas, NV: February 16-18, with pre-show classes before

Registration Info

Is this your first VDTA show?

Company Name: ______________________________
___________________________________________

Badge Names

Use additional paper to list more badge names, if needed.
Name: ______________________________________________

Address_____________________________________

Email: _______________________________________________

City: _______________________________________

Name: ______________________________________________

State: ____________ Zip: _____________________
Phone: _____________________________________
Email: _____________________________________

Email: __________________________________________________
Name: ______________________________________________
Email: ___________________________________________________

Yes, I’ll become a member and pay a rate of $180
Name: ______________________________________________
for 2 years, waiving my 2020 show registration fee.
Email: __________________________________________________

TRADE SHOW:

South Hall 3, Las Vegas Convention Ctr
3150 Paradise Rd

HOTEL: Westgate Resort Las Vegas
800-635-7711 • Group Code: SVDT0R
Signature Rooms start at $75 plus
$20 resort fee. Cut-off date Jan 1.

SHOW HOURS:
Feb 16, 11 AM−5 PM
Feb 17, 11 AM−5 PM
Feb 18, 9 AM−NOON

CLASSIFICATION
Independent Dealer
Fabric or Quilt Shop
Manufacturer
Distributor
Educator
Manufacturer Rep.
PRODUCTS SOLD
Vacuum - Domestic
Vacuum - Commercial
Central Vacuum
Janitorial Supplies
Air Purifiers
Rental Equipment
Small Appliances
Sewing - Domestic
Sewing - Commercial
Sewing - Notions
Quilting Equipment
Fabric

*Fee for each additional person; All fees in U.S. Dollars

Check (Payable to VDTA•SDTA)

Visa

MasterCard

I authorize a charge of $___________________________
CC# __________________________________________
Exp. Date: _____________ CV #: __________________
Name on card: __________________________________
Billing Address:__________________________________
_______________________________________________
Signature: ______________________________________
Date: ______________

Convention Fee $__________
Class Fee

$__________

Membership Fee $__________
Total Due

$__________

Name: ______________________________________________
Email: ___________________________________________________
Name: ______________________________________________
Email: ___________________________________________________

Pre-registration for select classes
coming soon. For more information
about the show, visit VDTA.com
CONVENTION FEES:
Independent Dealer
Member: $30/*$15
Before Dec. 1 Non-Member: $190/*$25
Member: $40/*$15
On/After Dec. 1 Non-Member: $200/*$25
Manufacturer/Distributor
Assoc. Member: $700/*$200
Before Dec. 1 Non-Member: $1000 each
Assoc. Member: $800/*$200
On/After Dec. 1 Non-Member: $1200 each

Return to VDTA•SDTA:
2724 2nd Ave,
Des Moines, IA 50313
Ph: 800-367-5651
Fax: 515-282-4483
Email: mail@vdta.com
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Powerhouse Roundtable
by Dealers for Dealers

When: Saturday, Feb 15
Where:

Las Vegas Convention Ctr

•SDTA
A
T
D
V
0
2
20
w&
Trade Sho
n
Conventio

Come see some of the best dealers in the industry
tackle myths plaguing our businesses, and how you
can BUST them on your way to success!
1. Young People Aren’t Worth Pursuing as Prospective Customers.
2. My Business Reputation is All the Marketing I Need
3. Since My Business is Part of a Specialty Industry, I Can Count on Customers
Seeking Me Out Online -- All I need Is a Website.
4. Top-End Products Sell Themselves, No Strategy Needed
5. Add-On Sales in Our Industry are a Thing of the Past
6. Product and Service Reviews May Be Important In Some Industries, but Not Ours.

Panelists include:
Paul LaPonte – Quality Sewing & Vacuum, Puyallup, WA
Donny Cathey – Cathey's Sewing & Vacuum, Tucson, AZ
George Moore – Moore’s Sewing Centers, Mission Viejo, CA
Linda Zachman – Linda Z's Sewing Center, Arlington Heights, IL
Rhonda Lopez – Nuttall's Sewing Centers, Layton, UT

Listen to topics you need to be thinking about, as discussed by
some of the most successful sewing & floorcare dealers! Get
one-of-a-kind insights into the success YOUR STORE NEEDS!
The panel for the 2019 Powerhouse Roundtable if of varied age and years of experience in an effort to provide multiple perspectives on the subjects or topics. Thank all of the panelists and sponsors whose commitment makes this event possible.
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SUCCESS STUDIOS
For both Vacuum and Sewing Dealers

If you’ve attended a VDTA Show, then you have...

» Listened to speakers, Learned from instructors, Asked questions of panelists
...and now its time for MORE!
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HOW IT WORKS?

Each table is assigned topics
for discussion. Sit at a table of
your choice and trade ideas with
your peers. After a short time,
switch tables. You’ll be seated
with new people and have the
chance to discuss new topics.
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At the VDTA•SDTA
2020 Show
in Las Vegas!
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VDTA/Epstein
Kristine Ashcroft, Jon Frato,
				

Donna Tscherne, Julie Barth,

				

Seanna Ault, Stephanie Davies,

						

Heather Hinds, Angel Herndon, 		

				

Liz Wilts, Adam Martin, 			

				

Amy Normandy, Aaron Herm,

YEAR

Anniversary

Cory Carr, Starr Herndon,Molly Murphy, Megan Greenawalt,
Andrew Neill, Nina Schur, Carolina Rodriguez, Jesse Dunn, Ian Proctor,
James Murphy, Megan McAdams, Ryan Barber, Jennifer Reichert,
Ryley Schultz, Ethan Miller, Emily Schehlein, Jocelyn Mullins,
Matthew McAdams, Alexandra Wile, Randi Jo Holloway, Anthony Brady,
Kaitlin Sobelman, Billy Dedich, Bradley Chippi, Megan Arnold, Brady
Yarborough, Faith Carpenter, Emilee Edman, Abigail Herring...
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Scholarship
2019 marks the 25th Anniversary of
the VDTA/Epstein College Scholarship

Support the youth
of our Industry,
Donate to the Scholarship fund
and make a difference!
The Scholarship Fund has awarded OVER
quarter of $1 MILLION in Scholarship money
to 41 students and counting!

Donate at VDTA.com or
call 800-367-5651 today
With YOUR donation, we can continue
making this scholarship possible!
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Scholarship is available
to students connected
to our dealer industry.
Pictured here are
all Scholarship
recipients since the
fund was established.
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Sewing Machine Repair Tags

W
E
N

A VDTA•SDTA
Members Benefit

Personalized with
your information.
500 @ $90
plus shipping.

For more info, call 800-367-5651 or go to www.vdta-sdta.com
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By Kristine Poor

PRODUCT SHOWCASE

Guide to Interfacings:
			Carry-Along Reference Guide

W

hether you need interfacing, fusible foam, or fusible web, correctly choose
which one you need and learn how to best use it with this resourceful
pocket-sized book, Guide to Interfacings. Containing over 50 pages of
helpful information on types of fusible products, what to use them on, how
they work, and so much more, you won’t want to start another project without this
guide. Take it with you to the store so you get the right interfacing every time, resulting
in a quilt or related craft you’ll love!
Details: Title: Guide to Interfacings: Carry-Along Reference Guide; Author: Kristine Poor;
Paperback, 64 pages; Publisher: Landauer Publishing; SRP: $8.50

Super Quick and Stunning Quilts:
			 35 Vibrant Designs for Fast Quilts
By: Rosemary Wilkinson
In Super Quick and Stunning
Quilts: 35 Vibrant Designs
for Fast Quilts, make
gorgeous patchwork quilts
designed for beginners and
any quilters whose time
is limited. Using just three
shapes, these quilts show an
amazing variety of designs
made all the more exciting
by a clever choice of fabrics
in three groups of colorways.
These shapes are cut quickly using the rotary cutter
rather than with a template, and they are machine
stitched together with chain-piecing whenever
possible. The quilt “sandwich” (of backing fabric,
batting, and the pieced top) is held together with
machine quilting, big stitch hand quilting, or with
simple ties and buttons.
Two methods are used for the binding – one using
four strips applied separately to the four sides,
producing abutted corners, and the other, slightly
more complicated, using a continuous binding
mitered at the corners. Simple appliqué is introduced
using a heart template and a technique called
slashing. Chenille is used as an alterative to piecing
to produce a highly textured surface for a really
cuddly quilt.
Details: Title: Super Quick and Stunning Quilts: 35 Vibrant
Designs for Fast Quilts; Author: Rosemary Wilkinson;
Paperback, 240 pages; Publisher: CompanionHouse Books;
SRP: $24.99

2019!
A New Set of Themed Pro ects
j

for Every Month

Request a Full 2019 Class
Offering Today by emailing
janet@hoopsisters.com
866.497.4068
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www.hoopsisters.com
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lower bearing
bag retainer
bag ring gasket set
agitator casting
bulb
agitat. brushes
handle release
agitat. bearings
Notes:
belt
wheels - rear
wheels - front
fan
p.n. motor
top bearing
lower bearing
gasket set
casting
bulb
handle release

It’s Time for
It’s Time for It’s Time
It’s For
Time For
a Checkup! a Checkup!
a Checkup!
a Checkup!
We appreciate
your business.

9 9

12 12 12

POSTCARDS

99

Qty.

12 12 12

6

It’sIt’s
Time
For
Time
For
It’s
Time
For
aaCheckup!
Checkup!
a Checkup!

Good
Replace

for
Time
It’sIt’s
Time
for
Time
It’s
6for
a Checkup!
aaCheckup!
Checkup!

We appreciate
We
appreciate
yourappreciate
business
We
your business
your business

POSTCARDS
REPAIR TAGS
POSTCARDS
BROCHURES
POSTCARDS
BROCHURES
POSTCARDS
POSTCARDS
BROCHURES
BROCHURES
POSTCARDS
BROCHURES
BROCHURES
BROCHURES

POSTCARDS
9
3

3

9

Good
Good
Replace
Replace

12 6

your business
your busine

12 6

POSTCARDS
REPAIR
TAGS
REPAIR
TAGS
We
appreciate
REPAIRWe
TAGS
apprecia

3

POSTCARDS

PO

9

Description
bags - paper
belts
deodorizer

Price

Supplies Subtotal
Tax

SUPPLIES TOTAL
REPAIR TOTAL (from above)

GRAND TOTAL

ORDER FORM
MACHINE LABELSAnytown, USA
Name:__________________________________________Date:_____________
Qty.
00000
Notes:

Notes:

Note

BROCHURES

MACHINE LABELS

9

ORDER FORM

BROCHURES

BROCHURES

Name:__________________________________________Date:_____________
Name:__________________________________________Date:_____________
Name:__________________________________________Date:_____________
Name:__________________________________________Date:_____________
$$ $Disposable
Shipping:
PAYMEN
Subtotal:
Sign$ture
of card
holder:______________
How often should Shipping:
Shipping:
Shipping:
Shipping:
$ Name:____________________________________________________
Company
Name:____________________________________________________
Company
Why change your
Company
Name:____________________________________________________
Company
Name:____________________________________________________
Company
Name:____________________________________________________
(000)
000-0000
How Often Should You
INCLUDE
service your
vacuum cleaner belt Your vacuum’syou
Name:__________________________________________Date:_____________
Address:________________________________________________________
Address:________________________________________________________
Credit
Card
Billing
Address:___________
cleaning
Vacuum
Address:________________________________________________________
Address:________________________________________________________
Address:________________________________________________________
Total:
$$ $ $
Total:ORD
$
Change Your Bag?
Total:
Total:
MINIMUMQty.
ORDER: 1,000ALL
Total:
every 3 months?
ciency
depends vacuum?
on it.
XYZ Corp.
Qty.
Qty.
Qty.
Qty.
Qty.
Qty.
Qty.
Qty.City, State,
City,
State,
Zip:______________________________________________________
Zip:______________________________________________________
Cleaner
Bags
Shipping: $
City,
State,
Zip:______________________________________________________
City,
State,
Zip:______________________________________________________
City,
State,
Zip:______________________________________________________
Company
Name:____________________________________________________
1234 Anywhere Ave.Fax your order to 515-282-4483
Qty.
Phone:________________________________Fax:_______________________
Phone:________________________________Fax:_______________________
Subtotal: $
Phone:________________________________Fax:_______________________
Phone:________________________________Fax:_______________________
Phone:________________________________Fax:_______________________POSTCARDS
POSTCARDS
Anytown, USA 00000
POSTCARDS
POSTCARDS
POSTCARDS
Qty.
Qty.
100
@
$15
100 @ $15
Address:________________________________________________________
Name:__________________________________________Date:_____________
100
@
$15
100
@
$15
100
@
$15
E-Mail:____________________________________________________________
E-Mail:____________________________________________________________
SHIPPING
Qty.your
Qty.
Qty.
E-Mail:____________________________________________________________
E-Mail:____________________________________________________________
E-Mail:____________________________________________________________
(000)
000-0000
SHIPPING
SHIPPING
SHIPPING
How
often
should
How
often
should
How
often
should
300
@
$30
300
@ $30 con
Total:
$
Why change your
Why
change
Why
change
your
Disposable
Disposable
Disposable
300
@
$30
300
@
$30
300 @ $30
See full post card & brochure
How
Often
Should YouCOSTS
500
@
500
@ $40
Shipping:
COSTS
COSTS
COSTS
you
service
your belt
you
service
your
you
service
500
@$40
$40
500
@ $40
500
@ $40
vacuum
cleaner
belt
vacuum
cleaner
vacuum
cleaner
belt POSTCARDS
Your
vacuum’s
cleaning
Company
Name:____________________________________________________
MasterCard
VISA
MasterCard
VISA your
Vacuum
Vacuum
Vacuum
1000
@@1000
$60
1000 @ $60
MasterCard
VISA
MasterCard
VISA
Change
Your
Bag?
MasterCard
VISA
City,
State,
Zip:______________________________________________________
1000
$60
1000
@
$60
POSTCARDS
POSTCARDS
@
$60
POSTCARDS
vacuum?
vacuum?
vacuum?
depends on it.
every 3ciency
months?
every
3 months?
every
3Bags
months?
Up
300
$300
Cleaner
Bags
Cleaner Bags
MACHINE
LABELS
MACHINE LABE
Uptoto
300
@Cleaner
$ @ $@ $
Up
to @
300
Up
to
MACHINE
LABELS
MACHINE
LABELS
MACHINE
LABELS
Address:________________________________________________________
Credit
Card
#:_____________________________Exp.
Date_________CVV
#:______
Credit
Card #:_____________________________Exp.
Date_________CVV
#:______ 1000
400-1000
@@$15
Credit
Card
#:_____________________________Exp.
Date_________CVV
#:______
Credit
Card
#:_____________________________Exp.
Date_________CVV
#:______
Credit
Card
#:_____________________________Exp.
Date_________CVV
#:______
Total:
1000
@@1000
$$ @ $@ $
@$ $
400-1000
$15
400-1000
@ $15
400-1000
@ $15
Qty.
10001000
Phone:________________________________Fax:_______________________

MACHINE
LABELS
PAYMENT
MUST BE
INCLUDED WITH
ALL ORDERS.

Postcard
ORDER
FORMOrder Form
XYZ Corp.
MACHINE LABELS MACHINE
LABELSMACH
BROCHURES

POSTCARDS

BROCHURES
BROCHURES
BROCHURES
City, State,
Zip:______________________________________________________
BROCHURES
BROCHURES
BROCHURES
Sign
Sign ture of1000
ture
of of
card
holder:_____________________________________________
card
holder:_____________________________________________
@@1000
$15
1000
@@1000
$25
@ $25
MUST
BE
Sign
ture
of
card
holder:_____________________________________________
Sign
ture
holder:_____________________________________________
1000
$15
Sign
ture
ofcard
card
holder:_____________________________________________
1000
@ $15
@ $15
1234 Anywhere
Ave. 1000
100 @ $15 PAYMENT
10001000
$25
@ Qty.
$25
@ $25
Qty.
Qty.
XYZ
Corp.
2000
@@2000
$18
2000
@
$35
2000 @ $35
E-Mail:____________________________________________________________
SHIPPING
2000
$18
2000
@Address:___________________________________________
$18
@ $18
20002000
@2000
$35
@ $35
@Credit
$35
Phone:________________________________Fax:_______________________
Credit
Card
Billing
Address:___________________________________________
Card
Billing
300 @ $30 INCLUDED
WITH
Anytown,
USA
00000
Credit
Card
Billing
Address:___________________________________________
Credit
Card
Billing
Address:___________________________________________
Credit
Card
Billing
Address:___________________________________________REPAIR
POSTCARDS
1234
Anywhere
Ave.
REPAIR
TAGS
TAGS
REPAIR
REPAIR
TAGS
REPAIR
TAGS
REPAIR
TAGS
REPAIR
TAGS
REPAIR
TAGS
REPAIR
TAGS
COSTS 100500@@$15$90TAGS
500 @ $40 ALL ORDERS.
500
1000
@@to
$15
Anytown,
USA
00000
FaxFax
your
order
to to
515-282-4483
$__________
Fax your order
$__________
500@
@$90
$90
500
@ $90
500
@ $90
1000
$15
E-Mail:____________________________________________________________
1000
@515-282-4483
$15
1000
@ $15
MasterCard
VISA Total
(000)Total
000-0000
Fax
your
order
to
515-282-4483
Total
$__________
your
order
Total
$__________
90
Fax
your
order
to515-282-4483
515-282-4483
Total
$__________
XYZ Corp.
XYZ
Corp.
X
300 @ $3090
1000
@
$60
90 9090
POSTCARDS
How Often Should
You
(000) 000-0000
@ $40 1234
1234 Anywhere
Ave.
1234 Anywhere
Ave.
Up to 300
@ $ 500
Your vacuum’s cleaning
MasterCard
VISA
Subtotal:
$
MACHINE
LABELS
1000
@
$60
Change
Your
Bag?
Anytown,
USA
00000
USA 00000
Anyto
See
full
post
card
& brochure
brochure
content
online
at
VDTA.com
See full post PAYMENT
card
& brochure
content onlineAnytown,
at VDTA.com
Credit
Card
#:_____________________________Exp.
#:______
ciency
on
it.content
400-1000
@ $15
See
full
post
card
&
content
online
atat
VDTA.com
See
full
post
card
&depends
content
online
MUST
See
full
post
card
&brochure
brochure
online
atVDTA.com
VDTA.com Date_________CVV
Name:__________________________________________Date:_____________
1000 @BE
$
MACHINE LAB
BROCHURES

BROCHURES

Subtotal: $

Name:__________________________________________Date:_____________
ORDER FORM
Shipping: $
Company Name:____________________________________________________
Credit Card #:_____________________________Exp.
Date_________CVV
#:______ 1000 @ $ (000
(000) 000-0000
(000) 000-0000
INCLUDED
WITH
Address:________________________________________________________
BROCHURES
How Often Should You
How Often Should
You
How Often
You
Shipping:
$ Should
BROCHURES
Qty.
Qty. cleaning Company
Total:
$
Your vacuum’s
YourName:____________________________________________________
vacuum’s cleaning
Your
vacuum’s
cleaning
Change Your Bag?
Your Bag?
Change Your
Bag?
ALLChange
ORDERS.
Signciency
ture
of card
holder:_____________________________________________
1000
@ $15 BROCHURES
1000 @ $25
depends
on it.FORM
ciency depends on it.
ciency
depends
on it.
Sign
ture
of
card
holder:_____________________________________________
@ $25
ORDER
Address:________________________________________________________
City,
State, Zip:______________________________________________________
2000 @ $18 1000
@ $35
Qty.Address:___________________________________________
Qty. Credit Card Billing Address:___________________________________________
Qty. $ 2000
Qty. Total: $
Qty. 2000 @ $35
Credit Card Billing
Subtotal:
REPAIR TAGS
REPAIR TAGS
REPAIR TAGS
City, State, Zip:______________________________________________________
Name:__________________________________________Date:_____________
Phone:________________________________Fax:_______________________
500 @ $90
Qty.
Qty.
Qty.
Qty.
Qty.
Qty.
Qty.
Qty.
Qty.
1000 @ $15 500 @ $90
Fax
your
order
to
515-282-4483
Total
$__________
POSTCARDS
Fax
your
order
to
515-282-4483
Total
$__________
90
Phone:________________________________Fax:_______________________
Shipping: $
90
POSTCARDS
Company Name:____________________________________________________
100 @ $15 100
@
$15
E-Mail:____________________________________________________________
SHIPPING
E-Mail:____________________________________________________________
SHIPPING
PAYMENT MUST
BE
300 @ $30
300 @ $30
Address:________________________________________________________
See full post card & brochure
online
at VDTA.com
Total: $ content
COSTS
COSTS
500 @ $40
INCLUDEDSee
WITH
500
@
$40
PAYMENT
MUST
BE
MasterCard
VISA online at VDTA.com
full Zip:______________________________________________________
post card &
brochure
content
1000 @ $60
City,
State,
POSTCARDS
MasterCard
VISA
ALL ORDERS.
1000 @ $60
PAYMENT MUST BE

POSTCARDS
PAYMENT MUST
BE
Up to
300 @ $ PAYMENT M

WITH400-1000 @ $15
MACHINE LABELS
Credit Card #:_____________________________Exp. Date_________CVV
#:______INCLUDED
Phone:________________________________Fax:_______________________
Up
to 300 @ $ INCLUDED
INCLUDED
INCLUDED
WITH
POSTCARDSWITH
1000
@$
MACHINE
LABELS
ALL
ORDERS.
Subtotal: $Credit Card #:_____________________________Exp. Date_________CVV
#:______
100
@ $15
BROCHURES
400-1000
@ $15 ALL ORDER
ALL
ORDERS.
ALL
ORDERS.
BROCHURES
E-Mail:____________________________________________________________
SHIPPING
1000
@
$
300 @ $30
Sign ture of card holder:_____________________________________________
1000 @ $15
1000 @ $25
COSTS
500 @ $40
BROCHURES
2000
@
$18 Subtotal: $
2000
@
$35
BROCHURES
Subtotal:
$ $
Shipping: $ MasterCard
VISACard Billing Address:___________________________________________
Subtotal:
Subtotal:
1000 @ $60$
POSTCARDS
Credit
Sign
ture of card holder:_____________________________________________
REPAIR
TAGS
1000
@
$15
REPAIR
TAGS
1000
@
$25
Up
to
300
@
$
Name:__________________________________________Date:_____________
Name:__________________________________________Date:_____________
Name:__________________________________________Date:_____________
Name:__________________________________________Date:_____________
MACHINE LABELS
500 @
$90
1000
@ $15
Credit
Card
#:_____________________________Exp.
Date_________CVV
#:______
400-1000
@
$15
Fax
your
order
to
515-282-4483
Total
$__________
2000
@
$18
2000
@
$35
1000 @ $ $
Total: $Company Name:____________________________________________________
Shipping:
Shipping:
$
Shipping: $
90
Company Name:____________________________________________________
Company Name:____________________________________________________
Shipping:
Credit
CardName:____________________________________________________
Billing Address:___________________________________________
BROCHURES $
Company
BROCHURES
REPAIR
TAGS
REPAIR
TAGS
Sign
ture
of
card
holder:_____________________________________________
1000
@
$15
1000
@
$25
Address:________________________________________________________
Address:________________________________________________________
Address:________________________________________________________
Total:
$@ $35
Total: $
Total: $
500 @2000
$90 @ $18
1000 @ $15
full post card &email
brochure
content
online
at2000
VDTA.com
Address:________________________________________________________
Fax
order
toSee
515-282-4483:
order
to mail@vdta.com;
Fax
your
order
toAddress:___________________________________________
515-282-4483
Total
$__________
STCARDS
Credit
Card
Billing
Total:
City,
State,
Zip:______________________________________________________
City,
State,
Zip:______________________________________________________
City, State, Zip:______________________________________________________
90 $TAGS
REPAIR
REPAIR TAGS
@ $15
SHIPPING
or
calltoVDTA
at 800-367-5651 to place
over phone.
500 @ $90
1000 @ $15
@ $30
City,
State,
Zip:______________________________________________________
Fax your
order
515-282-4483
Total order
$__________
Phone:________________________________Fax:_______________________
Phone:________________________________Fax:_______________________
Phone:________________________________Fax:_______________________
COSTS
@ $40
POSTCARDS90Portal.
POSTCARDS
POSTCARDS
Members
can
find
this
order
form
at
www.vdta.com,
Members
0 @ $60
POSTCARDS
100 @ $15
100 @ $15
100 @ $15
Phone:________________________________Fax:_______________________
E-Mail:____________________________________________________________
E-Mail:____________________________________________________________
E-Mail:____________________________________________________________
SHIPPING
SHIPPING
See full
300 @ $30
300 @ $30
300 @ $30
POSTCARDS
Up to post
300 @ $ card & brochure content online at VDTA.com

ORDER
FORM
ORDER
FORM
ORDER FORM
ORDER FORM

CHINE LABELS
See

0@$

full
post
online
at September
VDTA.com2019500| @SQE
$40 Retailer™ COSTS
500 @ $40
400-1000
@ $15card & brochure content
SDTA
NEWS
44MasterCard
100 @ $15
VISA MasterCard
VISAMasterCard
VISA
E-Mail:____________________________________________________________

COSTS

500 @ $40
SHIPPING
COSTS

1000 @ $60
1000 @ $60
POSTCARDS
POSTCARDS
300 @ $30
Up to 300 @ $MACHINE LABELS
Up to 300 @ $
MACHINE LABELS #:______
@ $15
500 @Date_________CVV
$40
0 @ $25 Credit Card1000
#:_____________________________Exp.
Credit Card #:_____________________________Exp.
Date_________CVV
Credit Card #:______
#:_____________________________Exp.
Date_________CVV
#:______ MACHINE LABELS

OCHURES

BROCHURES

1000 @ $60

Back of Repair Tags

Disposable vacuum cleaner bags

Professional Floor Care Center

Claim Check
Customer Name:
Address:
City:
Phone:
Working
Basic

Not Working
Tune-up

Test Sew:

Claim Check

Date:

Email:

State:

Call w/Est.
Complete

ZIP:

To be:

Software:

I understand the estimate to be:
Customer Signature:

PM
PM

Service Department

PM

Serviced by:

Bring in Your Sewing
Machine for a Checkup

A smooth-running, well-oiled
machine is necessary for optimum
sewing performance.
A regularly scheduled maintenance
checkup can prevent problems
before they occur.
You can trust our trained service
technicians to maintain your
machine. With your satisfaction,
please refer your friends to our
service team.
Schedule your checkup today!

Place
Stamp
Here
VACUUM SERVICE ALERT

Your vacuum is the most valuable tool
to guard against wear, replacement,
and appearance of your floors.

POST CARD

Annual service is the best way to
ensure your vacuum does its job
effectively, providing you the service
it was built to give.
Cleaning, lubrication and replacement
of worn parts such as roller brushes
and belts greatly improves the way
your vacuum cleans.
Bring your vacuum into our Professional
Floor Care Center today. With your
satisfaction, please refer your friends.

VDTA•SDTA MEMBER

VDTA•SDTA MEMBER

Vacuum & Sewing Dealers Trade Association

between the armature and carbon brush
causing motor failure and may even present a
fire hazard.

REPAIR TAGS

Price

GRAND TOTAL

Qty.

MACHINE LABELS
XYZ Corp.

Why change your
vacuum cleaner belt
every 3 months?

(000) 000-0000

Qty.
Qty.

It’s Time for

How
often should
a Checkup!
you
service your
vacuum?
12

If your new belt is too loose, the brush roll
9
3
will turn slow, if at all. If it is too strong or
tight, it puts excessive wear and strain onName:__________________________________________Date:_____________
6

Qty.

Qty.

It’s Time For
aDisposable
Checkup!
Vacuum
PAYMENT
MUST
BE
Cleaner
Bags
INCLUDED12WITH
ALL ORDERS.
3
9

ES

Subtotal: $ 6
tension will make all the
difference in your cleaning
Shipping: $
Company Name:____________________________________________________
efficiency.
Address:________________________________________________________
Total: $How Often Should You
Your vacuum’s cleaning
City, State, Zip:______________________________________________________
Change Your Bag?
ciency depends on it.
Phone:________________________________Fax:_______________________ POSTCARDS
™100 @ $15
Qty.
Qty.
SDTA NEWS September 2019 | SQE Retailer
E-Mail:____________________________________________________________
SHIPPING
300 @ $30
Qty.
Qty.
Qty.
COSTS
500 @ $40
MasterCard
VISA
1000 @ $60
POSTCARDS
Why change your

How often should

Brand

Color

Parts

handle grip
cord
cord protector
switch
plug
bag - outer
bellows
bag retainer
bag ring
agitator
agitat. brushes
agitat. bearings
belt
wheels - rear
wheels - front
fan
p.n. motor
top bearing
lower bearing
gasket set
casting
bulb
handle release

Notes:

Part #

Date:

Model

(estimate)

Serial Number

Service Salesperson:

Price

Parts

vac motor
carbon brushes
armature

Part #

Price

hose
attachments
motor

Parts Total
Labor
Tax

REPAIR TOTAL

Supplies

Description
bags - paper
belts
deodorizer

Price

Supplies Subtotal
Tax

SUPPLIES TOTAL
REPAIR TOTAL (from above)

GRAND TOTAL

Qty.

MACHINE LABELS
your business

How Often Should You
Change Your Bag?

Customer Name:

All charges C.O.D.:

Good
Replace

SUPPLIES TOTAL
REPAIR TOTAL (from above)

SHOP
INDEPENDENT

Supplies Subtotal
Tax

REPAIR TAGS

bags - paper
belts
deodorizer

REPAIR TAGS

Parts Total
Labor
Tax

REPAIR TOTAL

Supplies

Description

Good
Replace

Price

Visit vdta.com for clearer images.

Part #

hose
attachments
motor

We appreciate your choice to shop with
us. With your satisfaction, please refer
our specialty store to your friends.

Good
Replace

We are trained in the products we carry
and service what we sell. We offer the
best products on the market and can help
you decide which is best for YOUR needs.

Good
Replace

Notes:

Parts

vac motor
carbon brushes
armature

1234 Anywhere Ave.
Anytown, USA 00000

It only takes a minute to change a vacuum

Let your
dealer install the
ORDER
FORM
belt, as well. The proper

Price

We appreciate your trust in our trained
service techs to maintain your machine.
With your satisfaction, please refer your
friends. Schedule a checkup today!

6

but itcleaning
can save hours of cleaning time
Yourbelt,
vacuum’s
ciency
depends on it.
and effort.

Qty.

Serial Number

Schedule your checkup today.

3

3

Let your independent dealer help you select
Qty.
Qty.
the right
belt for your vacuum. Such advice
could save you hundreds of dollars.

Part #

A smooth-running, well-oiled
machine is necessary for optimum
sewing performance.

Choose a quality belt pruchased form your
local independent dealer.

12

9

POSTCARDS

After about three months the belt has
stretched, causing the belt to slep on teh
drive shaft. This means the brush roll turns
slower nor not aat all. The vacuum still picks
up the easily seen surface litter, but the sand
and grit at the base of your carpet starts to
build up, causing excessive carpet wear.

Vacuum
Cleaner Bags

Compare the size of a new belt to that of an
old belt. Don’t make your vacuum work
6 that
hard.

BROCHURES

The drive shaft or motor pulley turns the
belt which causes the brush roll to turn and
provides the necessary agitation to deep
clean your carpet.

(estimate)

Your vacuum may not be operating at
100% efficiency, which means more work
for you and more wear on your floors.

It’s Time For
Disposable
a Checkup!

your motor and bearings which can cause
12
damage and the need for repair.
9

Model

Service Salesperson:

Qty.

It’s Time for
How
often should
a Checkup!

you service your
vacuum
cleaner belt belt?
Why change your
vacuum
vacuum?
every 3 months?

What is the purpose of the
vacuum belt?

Parts

handle grip
cord
cord protector
switch
plug
bag - outer
bellows
bag retainer
bag ring
agitator
agitat. brushes
agitat. bearings
belt
wheels - rear
wheels - front
fan
p.n. motor
top bearing
lower bearing
gasket set
casting
bulb
handle release

Your Vacuum
We Bring
appreciate
in for a Checkup
your business

Why change your

Color

We know you can shop at the onestop mega stores. But only at your
Independent Dealer will you find the
personal attention and professional
expertise you deserve.

The overall appearance of
your carpet depends on a
Qty.
good
Qty. vacuum cleaner.

Date:

Brand

Thank you for your business.

SHOP
INDEPENDENT

We appreciate
your business

12

3
9
Let your independent vacuum professional
9
3
service your vacuum every 6 to 12 months and
6
avoid these potential problems. Keep your
6
vacuum
working at its maximum cleaning
efficiency - the beauty and longevity of your
carpet and upholstery depend on it.

Customer Name:

All charges C.O.D.:

Bring in Your Sewing
Machine for a Checkup

BROCHURES

Should they wear out, the electric wire could
touch the armature, cause a short circuit and
ultimately burn out the motor. Dust and lint
building up in the motor can become lodged

It’s Time For
a Checkup!

POSTCARDS

POSTCARDS

Carbon brushes in the motor transmit electricity
to the armature. As the motor turns, the brushes
wear out.

It’s Time for
a Checkup!

if your vacuum is performing poorly, the carpet
nap will remain matted and packed down from
foot traffic. Sand and grit cannot be pulled from
flattened carpet fibers. Dark colored traffic trails
begin to appear. As the sand and dirt build up, it
acts like sandpaper, slowly wearing and cutting
12
the carpet fibers as you walk across it.

Member of the International Association of Floorcare
& Sewing Professionals | VDTA•SDTA

Accumulated dirt and dust in the motor
bearings will slow down the motor along with a
sluggish brush roll. The result is an overheated
motor which can drastically shorten the life of a
vacuum motor or even require total replacement
of the entire vacuum.

Back of Postcards

If the vacuum cleaner you purchase has enough
air flow and suction to lift the carpet nap to the
brushes, the vacuum will brush the nape and
help it to stand up properly. The result will be
newer looking and easier to clean carpet.

Member of the International Association of Floorcare
& Sewing Professionals | VDTA•SDTA

Over a period of time some brushes become
soft, lose effectiveness and need to be replaced.
A worn out brush may still look completely
fine. If not replaced, it will simply turn, never,
touching the carpet. This cuts your cleaning
efficiency by as much as 50%

Vacuum & Sewing Dealers Trade Association

POST CARD

Member of the International Association of Floorcare
& Sewing Professionals | VDTA•SDTA

As dirt, dust and lint pass through your vacuum
cleaner, a buildup in the bearing housings and
bearings will slow down the brush roll causing
excessive wear on your vacuum motor and belt.

Place
Stamp
Here

Sewing Repair Tag Vacuum Repair Tag

How often should you service your vacuum?
Your vacuum should be
serviced every
6 to 12 months.

Comments:

Inspected by:

Credit Card

Subtotal of parts, Labor & Tax
Deposit Paid
TOTAL DUE

Keep a supply of vacuum
bags on hand and you’ll be
more likely to change the
bag when it is full.

Date:

Service salesperson:

PM

Your signature constitutes acceptance of the above work as being satisfactory and equipment has been
returned in good condition. Please see shop policies
Check

Model

I agree to receive this machine or parts within 30 days. If not, this store may consider this
as abandoned and dispose of it in anyway they see fit without any further communication.

Customer Signature

Cash

Color
Serial Number

Service Contract

REVISED ESTIMATE (Includes Parts & Labor)
$___________________________
Authorized by:____________________________
Date
/
Time
AM
Repair Completed by:_____________________
Date
/
Time
AM
Customer Contacted by:___________________
Date
/
Time
AM
Machine picked up:_______________________
Date
/
Time
AM
Signature _____________________________________________________________
PAYMENT:

p.m.

Phone
Address
Zip

City

Brand

Buildup in the motor bearings causes it to
slow down and overheat, meaning loss of
performance.

Your independent vacuum dealer sells only
quality replacement parts and supplies.
Their professional advice could save you
hundreds of dollars!

a.m.

Last Name

You can trust our trained service
technicians to maintain your
machine. With your satisfaction,
please refer your friends to our
service
team.
We
appreciate

The now clogged bag has lost most of its
filtering capability. Incoming air and dust
can force the dust that is in the pores of the
bag into the motor and back into the room.

delivered on (date):

		

As your vacuum cleans, small particles of
grit, dust and lint build up in the bearings
SHOP
INDEPENDENT
of your brush roll. This causes the belt
to
slip, and the brush to turn slower.

If your vacuum is not cleaning efficiently,
it allows the sand and grit to build up at
the back of your carpets and in furniture,
causing excessive wear.

picked-up

First Name
Warranty
Install Parts Only

INITIAL ESTIMATE (Includes Parts & Labor)
$
Non-refundable Deposit
$
Reassembly fee is estimate is declined
$
Customer Notified:
by phone
in person by:
Deposit/Fee Paid by:
Credit Card
Cash
Check

As the pores of the bag become clogged,
air will not pass through freely, reducing
cleaning efficiency and making the vacuum
motor work harder with the possibility of
overheating.

Emptying and reusing a disposable bag cuts
cleaning efficiency by 50 percent or more.
The pores in the filter paper are full which
blocks air flow, thus reducing cleaning
efficiency.

MEMBER

MEMBER

A regularly scheduled maintenance
checkup can prevent problems
before they occur.

Vacuum bags are made of filter paper which
traps dust particles and allows the air to pass
through.

The quality of the filter paper combined with
the quality of manufacturing determines not
only the price of the bags, but the efficiency
of your vacuum cleaner. In the long run,
bargain-priced bags sold in discount stores
or supermarkets cost the consumer more in
vacuum repairs and devaluation of carpet
and home furnishings.

Member of the International Association of Floorcare
& Sewing Professionals | VDTA•SDTA

Change disposable bags
when half full and never try
to empty and reuse them.

Claim Check

Claim Check

Vacuum Dealers Trade Association - Our Products Nationally Guaranteed

Inside of Brochures

XYZ Corp.

1234 Anywhere Ave.
Anytown, USA 00000

(000) 000-0000
Qty.

Disposable

Qty.
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INDUSTRY NEWS

SBA Adjusts Size Standards to Expand
Lending & Contracting Opportunities
Deadline to comment on interim final rule is September 16, 2019

T

he U.S. Small Business Administration
recently issued an interim final rule
that will adjust monetary-based small
business size standards for inflation
to allow more small businesses to become
eligible for the SBA’s loan and contracting
programs. The interim final rule was published
in the Federal Register on July 18, 2019.
The SBA is adjusting its industry-specific
monetary-based size standards by nearly
8.4% to reflect the inflation that has occurred
since the last adjustment for inflation in
2014. This time, the SBA is also adjusting the
revenues-based size standards for agricultural
industries, which were previously set by
statute. These adjusted size standards will
become effective on August 19, 2019 and will be
reviewed again as part of the second five-year
review of size standards mandated by the Small
Business Jobs Act of 2010.
Additionally, the SBA is adjusting program-specific
monetary-based size standards by the same amount
for sales or leases of government property and
stockpile purchases. The SBA is not adjusting the
tangible net worth and net income based interim
alternative size standards that apply to the SBAguaranteed 7(a) and 504 Certified Development
Company loan programs, which were established
under the Small Business Jobs Act.
The interim alternative size standards for the 7(a)
and 504 loan programs will remain in effect until
the SBA establishes a permanent alternative size
standard for these programs. The SBA is also not
adjusting the tangible net worth and net income
based alternative size standard for the Small
Business Investment Company program.
The SBA estimates that nearly 90,000 additional
businesses will gain small business status under the
adjusted size standards, becoming eligible for SBA
loan and contracting programs. This could possibly
lead to as much as $750 million in additional federal
contracts awarded to small businesses and up to
120 additional small business loans totaling nearly
$65 million.

Comments can be submitted on this interim final
rule by September 16, 2019 at www.regulations.gov,
identified with the following RIN number: RIN 3245AH17. Interested parties may also mail comments
to Khem R. Sharma, Chief, Office of Size Standards,
409 Third St. SW, Mail Code 6530, Washington, DC
20416.
For detailed information on how SBA establishes,
reviews, or modifies its size standards, please view
the SBA-issued white paper entitled “Size Standards
Methodology.” For the latest information about the
SBA’s revisions to its small business size standards,
please follow its announcements about updating
size standards.
About the Organization: The U.S. Small Business
Administration makes the American dream of business
ownership a reality. As the only go-to resource and voice
for small businesses backed by the strength of the federal
government, the SBA empowers entrepreneurs and small
business owners with the resources and support they
need to start, grow or expand their businesses, or recover
from a declared disaster. It delivers services through an
extensive network of SBA field offices and partnerships
with public and private organizations. To learn more, visit
www.sba.gov.

Source: SBA
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Like and follow
us on Facebook!
See photos
from the Show!

Facebook.com/vdtasdta/
Classified Ads
MERCHANDISE FOR SALE:

Looking for Dealers. Namco’s Newest Floor
Machine, Namco FloorWash. Light-weight, easy
to use. Does all types of floor surfaces.
www.floorwash.com/en-us. (5-6)

BUSINESS FOR SALE:

Owner of thriving store retired after 35 years
due to health. Store contents consisting of most
name brands, large inventory. Bargain price.
Call Gerald 865-679-0311 for info!

ATTENTION SEWING EDUCATORS:

BUSINESS FOR SALE:

150K retire me!! Great location for the last 20 yrs, town
is always growing, set to grow a lot more. I’m selling for
less than paid 9 yrs ago. We sell and service vacuums,
washers, dryers, stoves, refrigerators. Many parts new
and used. ColumbiaVacuumandAppliances.com (1-1)

HELP WANTED:

TOPS VACUUM & SEWING. HIRING FOR ALL POSITIONS!
Longarm Installer: Experience with HandiQuilter a must
Sewing Mechanic: Experience necessary
(Brother / Baby Lock)
Vacuum Sales/Service: Simplicity / Miele / Oreck
Web Developer/Unique Content Writer: Any web experience?
Telephone Customer Service (vacuums)
Good At Your Craft? - Relocate To Florida! Top wages paid
on all positions. Email resume to Greg Bank, Owner gregoryabank@gmail.com.

Are you tired of being on the road teaching the same class over and over again? Do you want to have fun and
make money? Do you love seeing your student’s eyes light up? I am looking for an experienced, passionate,
fun Education Coordinator/teacher who wants to spend her days sharing knowledge with our eager customers
in a bright and spacious classroom. You will be responsible for choosing the curriculum and overseeing more
teachers as needed. Excellent pay and benefits. Contact me at Howard@StonyBrookSewandVac.com
or call 609-356-6111.
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POSITIONING
Mode

Easy Mode

Advanced Mode

Positioning Made Easy

The IQ Intuition™ Positioning App* allows you to wirelessly transfer
images to your machine from your smart device for perfect design
placement in the hoop or for design creation in IQ™ Designer.
Visit www.BabyLock.com/Embroidery-Made-Easy and be ready to
offer your customers the latest technology in embroidery and sewing.
Call 800.298.8810 to find out how to become a Baby Lock retailer.
*BABY LOCK ALTAIR AND MERIDIAN ONLY • DOWNLOAD REQUIRED

Ba byLock. co m
Brought to you by Tacony Corporation®.

